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Tigers vs. Tigers Promise
Exciting Game As One
Of Major Fights Of
Week Opens In Murray

Carolyn Sue, 10 months old,
is the pretty baby daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charley Overbey, N. Jefferson street. Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Lewis are
maternal grandparents.

Billy Mitchell's
Steer Wins First
Exhibit Saturday At
Stockyards Is Preview Of
Fat Cattle Show
Billy Mitchell won first place
and a $10 prize with his 1300pound steer at the 4-H Club
Calf show Saturday at the
Princeton stockyards. Eight calves were exhibited by 4-H Club
members.
Other
winners were Billy
Jones, second prize of $7.50,
with a 1065-pound Hereford, and
Bernard Jones, Jr., third, $5,
with a 1665-pound Hereford.
Other
calves shown
a ad
awarded $2 each: Jimmy Wallace,
Aberdeen Angus, 1065
pounds; Jerry Cravens, Shorthorn, 1135 pounds; Eleanor
Jones, Hereford, 915 pounds;
Marvin Thomas, Hereford, 1000
pounds, and Benny Mashburn,
Hereford, 1065 pounds.
Prizes were awarded by the
Farmers National and the First
National Banks, and presented
by Edwin Lamb and J. B. Lester. Jadges were C. D. Thomas,
Elbert Beck and_,P. E. Lester.
The calves were taken to
Louisville this week to the Anmut Fat Cattle Show, at the
Bourbon Stock Yards November
10, 11 and 12. They were hauled
in trucks by William Jones and
Tom Ferguson. Edwin Lamb accompanied inc club members
and their calves to the show.

Veterans Get $133
From Band's Poppy Sale
A check for $133 was mailed
to the Veteran's Hospital at
Outwood this week from Butler
High School Band, K. V. Bryant, director, said. The check
represented proceeds from the
recent poppy sale conducted
here by band members. Approximately $38 went to the music
makers as their share. The
girls who handled street sales
voted to use the money to buy
music racks for the band's use,
Mr. Bryant said.

Banks, Post Office, Other
Offices Closed Thursday
The Farmers National and
First National Banks, all government offices and the postoffice will be closed all day
Thursday, Nov. 11, in observance
I\
of Armistice Day.
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'ft the press, and 500
s wait to see their
in print, and check the
I Daze" was organized
r by the typing class at
Judy Pruett was its ediunder the guidance of
r staff, quickly won an
ollowing.
its initial edition last
school newspaper has
steadily in circulation.
nth's issue sold near 140
nd demand was so great,
ies are planned for No"press run", Louise
ne of its editors, said.
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tier newspaper features
Of the grades, faculty
sports, and ,a column
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Butler To Battle
Murray In West
Ky. Highlight

tures, by its art department, and
ranges from 10 to 14 pages.
Louise Sigler and Joel Stallins are co-editors of "School
Daze". Louise is also president
of the typing class club, Future
Business Leaders of America.
Other staff members: Business
manager, Jimmy Wallace; circumanager, Gene Croft;
lation
proofreader, Katherine Hopper;
art directors, Jerry Cummins
and Jerry Loftus; sports editor,
Harold Price, and society editor, David Alexander.
Reporters: Dar la Stalling,
Nancy Cardin, Jack Kercheval,
Jean Sreekmur, Katherine Hopper, Lois Stegall, Wanda Scott,
Margie Hamby, Patsy Quisenberry, Orly Johnson. Carrol
Murphy, Sara Richle, Ann Quisenberry, Delores Darnell, Doris
Davis, Wilma Prince, Jane Alexander. Nancyo Glenn, Pat Horn,
Shirley Quinn and Mrs. Frank
Craig.
Williams,
Typists: Wilma
Joyce Dearing, Ruth Adams, Roa n d Jackie
setta Cummins
,
Shoulders.
Sponsors: Miss Margaret Boaz,
teacher of commerce; Miss Dorothy Asher, !English, and Miss Re-

While there's plenty of action this weekend in the Western Kentucky Conference, one
of its outstanding highlights will
lac tomorrow night's tilt between Butler's fighting Tigers
and Murray's Bengals.
Princeton, beaten three times
this season, has a good ball club
but found itself up against a
rough schedule midway in the
season. The Murray Tigers have
lost only on game, their season's
opener, to Mayfield, 27-0, which
was more points than Butler
lost to the mighty Cardinals of
Western Kentucky.
Butler's record is two wins,
two tied games and three losses.
Murray has scored five wins
and one loss, knocking over such
stalwart teams as Bowling Green,
Hopkinsville and Madisonville.
The battle will be in Murray's
pasture, and a good crowd is
expected. Butler's band, absent
last week from the Sturgis game,
will be on hand for the Murray bout.

Kc•ntocky, ftuit,d‘ly,

Butler Band To March
In Armistice Day Parade
Itutives High School Band
will, take part in an Armistice Day Parade Thursday
through the-business district
of Paducah, K. V. Bryant,
band director, announced
the Week. Approximately
seven other bands from Western Kentucky also will participate in the parade in the
morning and a competitive
drill in the afternoon, he
said. Formerly prizes were
awarded the. best bands in
the competition by merchants of •Pactucah, but recently it was 'decided to divide the money among all
participating- bands to supplement expenses. Mr. Bryant said the band will travel
by private automobiles.
_

Committeemen
Will Be Elected
Nov. 18 For AAA

Number 20

XENTUCKY LUCK IN TEXAS

Seven Districts Choose
Delegates, Alternates,
Voting Places Are
Announced

Telephone Rate
Boost Is Denied
By Ky. Commission
Southern Bell "Doing All
Right And Doesn't
Need Increase",
Ruling Holds

Annual election of Caldwell
(BY AISOCIALD PM.)
County Agricultural ConservaFrankfort—The Public Service
tion Association community
Commission
Tuesday
turned
committeemen will be It eld
down the Southern Bell TeleThursday mornhig, Nov. 18, at
phone and Telegraph Company's
10 o'clock, W. P. Oldham, chairman, announced this week.
petition for a $2,065,000 rate inIn addition to committeemc!
crease in Kentucky.
for the seven county districts ii
The decision came with unthe AAA, a delegate and an al
expected quickness. It dazed atternate for each district will
torneys and officials in the case,
also be elected, whose duty it
even those protesting the rate
will be to choose a County AAA
Committee Friday at 1 o'clock.
boost.
The following election chairWritten by Charles E. Whittle,
men and polling places have
Brownsville Republican, t h e
been announced by Mrs. Clifton
opinion hurled a broadside of
Pruett, Sr., secretary of the,
refutation at almost every point
AAA: District 1, county court
raised in the company's plea
room, Lawrence Rogers; district
for higher rates.
Collection Could Be
2, Creswell school, Robert L.
It said, in effect, Southern
Brown; district 3, west side of
Bell, part of the vast American
Better, Boys Report;
circuit court room, John Laws;
telephone and telegraph system,
Committees Named
district 4, Cobb, Aaron Rogers;
is doing all right and doesn't
Butler High School chapter, district 5, Fredonia
American
need an increase.
Future Farmers of America, re- Legion Hall, Charles
Baker; disThe other two commissioners,
In the center is Mrs. C. A. Pepper after her "big Catch" of
ported thcir recently announced trict 6, East Side Circuit
Court 171 trout and a flounder while fishing in Texas streams around Chairman Robert M. Coleman,
scrap metal drive was making room, James Jones, and district
Bay City, while visiting her daughter, Mrs. Paul Palmer, re- Bowling Green Democrat, and
some headway, and that several 7, Hall School, Porter
Tayloe.
cently. Mrs. Pepper was accompanied by Mrs. J. B. Fisher, left, Cass R. Walden, Edmonton
thousand pounds have been acEach member is eligible to
Republican, concurred in the 31Tigers Lose To Sturgis
credited to the chapter's col- vote who is engaged in farming of Bay City.
page decision.
lecting efforts.
In Hard Fought Game
as an owner, tenant or shareSouthern Bell put the $2,065,Reports
from
various other cropper, provided a payment or
Butler's hard fighting Tigers
000 boost into effect last July
Kentucky
Election
played a strong defensive first organizations in the State indi- a grant of conservation materials
16 under a $750,000 bond guarTabulation Finished
half against Sturgis' Golden cate a lack of interest in the can be made under the current
anteeing refunds of the increase
Bears Thursday night but a cou- scrap metal driye, and other program.
Louisville — AP — Presito customers in event the comple of unlucky fumbles gave de- factors point toward a prize
dent Truman carried Kenmission ruled that all or any of
If a member is engaged in
Mrs.
Guess,
Adrian
ciding touchdowns to the hosts winning chapter, and the col- farming in more than one comtucky in Tuesday's election
it is unreasonable. The bond
Faught Injured In Acci- covers a 120-day period expirand handed them the mdecision, lection of from $20 to $100 prize
by a margin of more than
unity he must vote •in the
money
if
the
FFA
boys are given ommunity in which he lives. If
20-6, in a stellar Western Ken_
123,000, unofficial
tabulaing Saturday.
dent Near Fredonia
tucky Conference football show, more cooperation, James D. Mad- e doesn't live in the communiTuesday the commission entions showed today.
R. C. Guess, 614 N. Jefferson,
The first half saw skillful de- dox, agriculture instructor, said. ty in which he farms, he may
figures
tered an order extending the
Final unofficial
59-year-old
barber
at
Henrietta
He pointed out that if a per- choose his own voting place.
tense tactics displayed by both
period an additional sixty days
gave Truman 464,868 votes
Barber Shop, was killed instant- and required the company to
teams, but Butler's reserves son turned in an amount of
and Thomas E. Dewey, ReEvery member is urged to vote,
ly late Sunday when the car post a $50,000 bond to cover
were pounded herd in the second scrap to a dewier and gave the Mr. Oldham said, and each
publican candidate, 241,540.
quarter and the Golden Bears weight of his metal to the FFA farmer is entitled to one vote.
The same returns showed
he was driving crashed headon the extension. Southern Bell
chapter, the farm boys would
found the going much easier.
Virgil Chapman, Paris Deminto a taxicab four miles south has three alternatives. It can:
Drop the case completely.
On several occasions, the grid- get credit for its collection. The
ocrat, elected to the United
of Fredonia on Highway 93.
DAV Backs Drive For
Petition within 20 days for a
iron nearly turned into an arena, campaign ends Monday, he said.
States Senate by a margin
Mr. Guess' car collided with
At the regular meeting of the Patients' Christmas
rehearing, with the commission
with a battle of fisticuffs served
of 21,285 votes over John
an
auto
driven
by
Adrian
Disabled American Veterans,
having another 20 days after
the football patrons, rather than chapter this- week, committees
S. Cooper, Republican. The
Faugllt, Fredonian who operates
were appointed for the nest! kical chapter, will sponsor a
receiving the petition to decide
totals:
Chapman
the handling of the pigskin.
405,560,
*
taxieab
at
4Cuttawa.
Mr.
that.
In the first quarter, Prince- year, whose duty it will be to Christmas drive, to raise funds
Cooper 384,275.
Faught is suffering from serious
Go to circuit court for an orton's fumble on the 35-yard line carry oat the chapter program for the purchase of gifts for dis-f
injuries in the Princeton Hos- der restraining the commission
abled veterans still in the Nagave the ball to Bob Oakley of for 1948-49.
pital.
from enforcing its decision. This
Committees arid their chair- ,tion's veterans hospitals, it was Classes For Adult
the Bears, who passed it to Jim
Mrs. Guess was also injured would drag the case into a long
Davis. After R. E. Simpson had men include: Supervised Farm- announced this week. A com- Farmers Offered BY
seriously
and
is
in
the
Princefight in the courts while the
placed it on the one-yard stripe, ing, Floyd Dunbar; Cooperation, mittee has been appointed to call
ton Hospital. Mr. Guess suffer- higher rates would still be
Agriculture Instructor
following only three plays, Dav- Billy Pierce; Community Ser- on Princeton merchants and
ed
a
broken
neck,
fractured
In an effort to interest adult
charged.
is carried it over to score the vice, Ellis Johnston; Leadership, professional people for contribuand
There was no immediate indiJohn Traylor; Earnings and tions. The chapter is still with- farmers in improving their farm shoulder, crushed chest
initial touchdown.
other injuries.
cation of what the company
The gall was in Butler pos- Savings, Billy Mitchell; Conduct out a meeting place, and have business, the Vocational AgriHighway 93 connects Fredonia
(Please Turn To Page Six)
Neal; asked anyone with knowledge of culture Department of Butler
session moil` of the remainder of of Meetings, Edward
and Kuttawa. Mr. and Mrs.
the first quarter but a 60-yard Scholarship, Ozell Haile; Recrea- a place available for rent or High School is offering classes Guess were on their way to visTiger march was interrupted by tion, Buddy Strobe, and Informa- otherwise, to contact a member
to interested farmers of this vi- it their daughter, Mrs. Paul Mcof the organization.
the whistle. With the opening of tion, Robert Rogers.
cinity, James D. Maddox, agri- Gee, Kuttawa Route 2.
the second canto, Ken Barrett
Other survivors include anocultural instructor, announced
dashed 26 yards on the first play Telephone Company Asks
ther daughter, Mrs. W. B. (Doc)
(Please Turn To Back Page)
this week: Classes will be held Baker, Fredonia, and a son,
Help On New Directory
at the school building one or Charles Ray Guess, Princeton.
Farm, Home ImproveThe Telephone Company will
two nights each week, the first
Althoph Mr. Guess had livissue a new directory when the
ment Winners Announced
meeting being held Thursday, ed here Several years, he was a
dial system is cut into service *Several Troops From
Dec.
17 In Annual Event
Mr. Mad- native Fredonian.
Nov.
18,
at
7:30
o'clock,
at Princeton, R. C. Tuck said.
Farm and Home Improvement
dox said. An effort is being
District Represented
Funeral services were held in
In order to publish the most
made to contact as many men the Firlt Baptist Church Wed- Contest questionnaires are ready
cqmplete directory, each sub- .In Annual Event
as possible. Those contacted so nesday afternoon at 2 o'clock, for distribution at the county
Prizes To Be Awarded
scriber has been mailed a posSeveral scouts passed tests
agent's office, Edwin Lamb,
tal card requ2sting information over the weekend at the caul- far have shown an interest in with the Rev. J. T. Spurlin ofProject Winner At
chairman of the Kiwanis Agriregarding address. Since the pos- poree held at Kuttawa Mineral the classes. The proposed sub- ficiating. He was aided by the
cultural Committee, said.
Capitol Theater
tal card is self-addressed by Springs Park, qualifying them ject at the meetings is "Pas- Rev. H. G. M. Hatter.
Questionnaires covering only
The annual 4-H Club AchieveInterment was in New Bethel
the Telephone Company, the for credit toward promotion, W. tures", Mr. Maddox said.
accomplishments in 1948 should
ment Day will be held in the
Cemetery.
public is requested to furnish D. Armstrong, chairman of the
be completed and returned to
Capitol Theater Saturday morn- tthe information as requested,
Camping and Activities Com- Dr. Cook Gets Schmoo
the Committee or the County
ing, Nov. 20, at 10 o'clock, R. A. detach the postal card, and mail
mittee for the Three Rivers As Last Rotary Bachelor
Junior Class Will
Agent's Office by November 27.
Mabry, county agent, announced it at once.
District, said this week.
Winners will be announced DeIn the absence of a speaker Sponsor Food Sale
this week.
Mr. Armstrong reported the at Tuesday night's meeting of
The Junior Class of Butler cember 17.
County project winnefs will
. scoisterif had an enjoyable' the Rotary Club, a number of
Previous winners of this con-.
High School will sponsor a food
be recognized and new officers Legion Has Open House,
"winter" camping experience. the members performed for the
sale Saturday, Nov. 30, at the test are Mr. and MTS. C. K. Mcfor the next year will be elect- Free Chili Armistice Day
Many boys qualified for the
ed, Mr. Mabry said.
The local American Legion "trailing" part of ,their Second group. K. U. Bryant led group K. U. canoe, it was announced Neely, Mr. and Mrs. Claude Mcsinging, while Oliver Allcock Tuesday by Mrs. Frank Craig, Connell, Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Cash prizes will be awarded post will honor Armistice Day
'Class rank when they success- and Tom Collins performed as
a sponsor. Proceeds will be used Mashburn, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
by the Princeton Chain Store by throwing open its doors to
fully followed a trail broken by soloists, singing "When You and
for the Junior-Senior banquet Neal, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Group for the highest percentage all veterans, World Wars land II
of I Were Young, Maggie", and
Weeks, Scoutmaster
'Joe
and prom. Other sponsors are Phelps, Mrs. R. T. Humphries,
attendance and best song pre- at 1 o'clock Thursday. A chili
'Troop 42, Princeton.
Endearing Young Miss Pamelia Gordon and Per- and Mr. J. W. Hazzard, Mr.
"Those
sented by club members.
supper will be served at 6
Weeks,
other
addition
to
In
Lamb said.
Charms". With the marriage kins Marquess.
After recognition of members o'clock, and a movie "Battle of
members of Troop 42 attending of Dick Morgan, only one bacheand other business, the group Britain", will be shown at 8
the camporee included Buddy lor remained in the club, Dr.
will be shown a free movie oclock, Fred Jake, manager of
Stroube, Carl Flynn, George Elwood Cook. He was presented
through the courtesy of Thomas the Legion house, said. A parade,
Itarralson, Reese Tandry, Char- a boy Schmoo to aid him
J. Simmons, manager of the together with the VFW, had
les Babbs, Jerry Poole, James in the Sadie Hawkins' Day Race,
Capitol Theater.
been planned, but Butler High
Parsley, and J. W. Neale.
Mark Cunningham was named
School band, which would have
Members of Troop 39 attend- chairman of the "On to New
formed the backbone of the par- ,
"There is an intense pride in ing to Princeton, he worked in
Butler Business Club
included
Princeton,
also
of
ing,
which will
ade, was called out of town, so 'Gene Barrett, Scoutmaster, Bill York" Committee,
being b part of one of the most Central City and Louisville for
delegates
arrangements
for
make
Reports Activities
the event was cancelled. All vetvital endeavors of our country, the railroad. He is married and
Cunningham,
The Future Business Leaders erans, regardless . of .their war, Armstrong, Mickey
to the national convention to be
in peace as well as in war", lives with Mrs. Brelsford at 300
Wal- held soon in New York.
Kenneth
Fisher,
,Jimmy
High
Butler
Club
of
America
of
are invited to the Legion's acwrote Bill Brelsford, whose en- Wood street. They have no
Jimmy
School recently conducted a tivities on Armistice Day, No- nand, Richard *Walrond,
try in the Illinois Central Rail- children.
Oliver.
Gene
iind
Leftwich
making
is
spelling match, and
vember 11, Mr. Jake said.
Drive
When asked how long it took
road's contest "Why I Like
The following Scouts attended Junior Red Cross
an effort to purchase a new
To Work For the T. C.", brought him to compose his letter, Mr.
John
Eddyville:
Pupils
31,
Troop
County
from
Enrol
To
mimeograph machine which was
'D. Choate, Bobby Gordon, RichPlans to enrol pupils of every him a check for $50 as third Brelsford mid "I thought about
h e r e. Attendance At Schools
recently demonstrated
,ard Gray, Joe Denning and school in Caldwell County in the prize winner, over the railroad's It for,,a long time, before I finClub members made and sold Showing Steady Rise
ally decided to sit down and
Junior Red Cross were made entire system.
Attendance records for city Bobby Joe Lawrence.
candy for this purpose. A boy
Mr. Brelsford, who has been write it. I finished it in about
sent Saturday, Nov. 6, at the group's
Kuttawa
of
38,
Troop
to
wrote
recently
weeks
six
Hawaii
first
from
schools for the
Lock- regular meeting at Eastside working for the I. C. since 1927, an hour."
inquire of club members about of this year show a steady rise .Bobby Wadlington, Billy
A reflection of the pride he
RushTruett
Yates,
Allen
hart,
School. Mrs. H. C. Lester was said: "I like the men I work
and
over the last three years. C. A.
the constitution, bylaws
with. The men who man the rail- takes in his work cannot better
chairYoung,
new
Ralph
the
Smith,
Freddy
as
,ing,
introduced
Horn, principal of Butler High
creed.
Adamson, Billy man for the group, and plans roads form a more perfect bro- be told than in his own words,
School, reports the record for Joe Driver, Don
Chandler, and Paul were nsade to carry out the therhood than those in any other taken from the closing parathis year to be 97.4 percent, with Croft, Jimmy
Social Security Agent
graph of his winning essay.
Hughey, Scoutmaster.
club program for the year. A industry".
To He Here Thurs., Nov. 18 an enrolment of 514. This is a
"I leave home each morning,
His entry was chosen from
sponsor teaof
all
rally
spring
per1.6
of
of
year
manager
last
Rucker,
over
M.
gain
Jack
airman, chers was planned, which would several hundred as third best, not to another day of dreary
Navy
Pugh,
'Malcolm
96
of
Administraattendance
Security
when
an
'cent,
the Social
Mrs. Annie Pugh of 505 recognize all outstanding coun- and will be entered, along with routine but to high adventure—
tion, will be at the postoffice, percent, with 542 enroled, was son of
in ty leaders and reward them for the first and second prize win- to rub shoulders with goods of
ave., participated
Maple
acSchool,
Princeton, November 18 at I recorded. Enstside
ners, in the American Railway every description from every
III";
a t\heir work.
Combine
"Operation
Goodaker,
o'clock, and persons desiring to cording to Russell
Magazine's contest, the national land; to close association with
war, conducted in Northfile claims for old-age or sur- principal, had an attendance of mock
my friendly family of fellow
Florida. "Combine" is the
Mr. and Mrs. Emitt Word War of Words.
vivors insurance benefits, or 97 percent the first six weeks. west
Mr. Brelsford is yard clerk in employees, and to fill my imlargest joint effort of the Army, spent Sunday in Madisonville
percent,
96.69
was
to
it
relative
year
Last
information
wanting
Air Force and Navy since unifi- with Mr. Burnett Word and tam- the transportation department of portant place on the Illinois
the Social Security program Mr. Goodater said. The enrolent aiRailro s"
t
I. C 'and here. Before om•

FFA Scrap Drive
To End Monday

R. C. Guess Dies
In Head-On Crash
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4-H Achievement
Day Set Nov. 20

Scouts Pass Tests
At Camporee

Forms Ready In
Kiwanis Contest

Bill Brelsford Winner

In I. C. Letter Contest
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"Of, For And By The People"
all the surprising factors whic h the metropolitan press, all wrong about
went into the Truman-Barkley victory who would win ,the election, have been
against the heaviest odds ever faced by saying the Demeeratic Victory was a one-.
a national party ticket in this country. man job done by Harry Truman. The
is that so many individuals went to the fact is that Senator Barkley, as his home
polls and 'cast their ballots in a cause town paper pointed out Saturday, struck
they had every reason to believe was lost. the cord of hope and lit the spark of vieRE PUBLiCAN
The Republicans contributed over-con- -tory in his keynote address at the DemoSTATES RIGHTS
fidence, born of wishful thinking; and -cratic convention, then made as many
Of MOCR ATS
working people, farmers and housewives and as stirring speeches, or more, than
DEMOCRATIC
contributed the votes to return the kind did Mr. Truman, in some 38 states, inof administration at Washington which cluding ten or eleven In his home district
ELECTORAL VOTE AS DEWEY COCEDED ELECTION—This is the way the-electoral vote stood
does most for them.
the last day before the election.
when. Gov. Thomas E. Dewey, Republican nominee, conceded the presidential election to President
We believe this demonstrates that the
Many persons, not all of them in KenHarry S. 'frumari, at 11:15 a. m. EST Nov. 3. The Dewey announcement 'came after Truman took
people will not soon elect to power the tucky, believed during the campaign, and
the lead in California. At noon Nov. 3 the electoral vote picture remained unchanged, with Truman
party which always has existed for the still think, Senator Barkley would have
leading in 28 states with 304 electoral votes, and Dewey leading iin 16 with 189 votes. States Rights
benslit of the possessors of great been the stronger man at the head of the
candidate • J. Strom Thurmond gained 38 votes in four southern states. (AP Wirephoto)
wealth
in industry, banking and ticket. He, like the Presiden,t, dodged no
other intrinsic possessions possible only issues,. faced conditions squarely, carried
in a truly free democracy, where govern- the story of the neglect of.the 80th Conment is supposedly operated for the bene- gress "into every (possible) precinct",
fit of all the poeple.
and sold the sincerity of the Democratic
President Harry S. Truman is the party and its tenets to enough people to
By Jane Eads
world's foremost figure today, as is right get the job done. We are surprised so
Washington—Plans of the giand proper since he has won, by sheer many Kentucky newspapers have failed
gantic •$5,000,000 beacon monuOh-somewhere hearts are happy pointed out what the Democrat,
courage and the determination to fight to point out these facts.
inent now being erected to
have done for farmers, small
for his convictions, the biggest job in
As was stated in another column on And somewhere children shout businessmen, bank depositors, Christopher Columbus near
But,
there
is
no
joy
at
the
the world. He has gained tremenduously this Page last week, the liberal policies
Cuidad Trujillo, Dominican Reetc. during the last 16 years.
Coffee, Club "
in prestige, which he nad our Nation sore- and the beneficial laws enacted
*
*
*
public, were presented to the
during Tommy Dewey has struck out.
Pan American Union here the
ly need, if liberty and justice are to be the last 16 years of ,Democratic adminisThe average American miner
(With apologies to Casey)
other day. Said to be the largproduces about 5 tons of coal a
returned •through chaos to order and a tration at Washington have done so
• *
*
*
est memorial constructed to any
day. The Calmed, developed by
new live-and-let-live era of good will, much for so many citizens of the counL. W. Bodenhamer,i one of our
Mining
company president, one man since the building of
with a decent standard of living for all try that, even 14 the GOP won last GOP leaders, said he went intb
the pyramids, the beacon meascan do the miner's work in two
people.
Tuesday, its tenancy of the White House a barbershop -to get a 30-cent or three minuteS. John L. Lewis. ures more than five eighths of
We are pleased to note, as this is writ- and its control of Congress would have shave the day after the election attention.
a mile in length, and Qui-1.1y 150
. . and was charged 60 cents
*
*
feet in height. lt,vv91 be in the
ten four days after the election, that fin- been brief; for the great body of the .-because
my face was so long".
form of a sloping cross. With frozen foods, the modern
ally, one newspaper has rallied to give electorate has found out, at long last,
*
*
*
The plans, along with photobride
proper credit to Vice President-elect Al- that the Democratic party is the one
•Aubrey Mitchell is another of
Disdains the canned goods shelf; graphs and specifications, were
ben W. Barkley. Tuesday, and day and which provides government "of, for
the ojd home boys who likes to
presented to the Pan American
At mealtime, then, she says with
and come back to Princeton
. . .and
night since then, radio commentators and by the people".
Union by Ambassador Joaquin
pride
Of

museum containing
American
exhibits of all the American republics.
Ground for the mammoth
structure was broken April 12,
1948. This was the 456th anniversary a Columbus' sailing
on his first voyage of discovery
th the New \lurid, near what
•A claimed to be the site -if his
rst landing on Americin soil.
It was in 1852 that plans for
the monument were first' suggeated by Felix Wrist del Monte,
Dominican historian. In 1880 the
Dominican government created
a Permanent Columbus Memorial Beacon Commission.' How' ever, it was not until 1923 that
the propsal was approved by

other American
Republi
Fifth Inter-Arneritan
to
of sanuago,
Subsequent Enter - A
assemblies at Havana,
video and Lima
undor
prohosal, which was a
ported by the League of
and the United Nation's.
in • 1927, the Govern
the Pan Atnera•an ad a $10,000 award
testant submitting the
sign for the monument i
ternational contest. Isrl
The contest was J. L. CI
Edinburgh, Seotlank
Cost of the montane
be contributed by all the
can governments.

They Choose To Run
A winning candidate must be backed
by more than lofty principles and persuasive phrases. He musf be backed by
money.
Money for radio time. Money for travel expenses. Money for campaign literature, for sound-trucks and banners
and buttons and billboard ads.
Last week the Republican national
committee listed expenditures of $2,007,filing its final pre-election financial
287. The Democratic national committee,
statement with the House clerk, said it
had spent $1,683,193. Both.parties are
in the red.
Now to a measurable extent these expenditures cancelled each other. But does
that mean that 'the money was wasted?
It does not.
No experienced businessman would
suggest for a moment that Ford and
General Motors advertising is wasteful
because ads for one corporation tend to
offset ads for the other. Nor that Gen-

erail Electric and Westinghouse are
throwing away their advertising dollars.
*
*
*
Pennyriler looked around a
Competitive advertising increases overall sales. It is the lifeblood of the free little for Glenn Farmer the day
after the election . . . and somecompetitive enterprise system. And what body said he had gone to take
is true of competitive advertising of mo- his Better Half to Excelsior
tor cars and cigarets and lipsticks and Springs. I will bet Glenn made
airline travel and whiskey and under- his arrangements before he
knew Mr. Truman spent elecwear is true of political candidates too.
•
There are nations where there is no tion night*there!
*
*
competitive advertising because there is
While I never have posed as
no competition. Standards of living in a political expert, the Lord was
those lands shouldn't happen to an Ameri- with me and I made no bad
can dog. Needless to say, there is also no election wagers, this time. Ofcompetition for political office in such fered to stake a hat that Chapman would win if the Democountries. And look who runs them.
(:rats carried Kentucky by 50,It may seem ridiculous to spend so 000 for Truman and Barkley
much time and energy and money in ar- but the man said no. Along with
guing the merits of every political candi- others who try to guess election
date, from President to dog catcher, but results, this reporter w a s
Wrong in all respects . . . exthat is the way a free people act in
cept in claiming the Senate for
el&tion campaign.
the Democrats.
It is America.
*
*
*
(Chicago Journal of Commerce)
It is erroneOus to say that Har-

-Kentucky On The March

Democracy Starts At Home
By Ewing Galloway
Compared with the broader and deeper menace to the strength and individuality of the 48 subdivisions of t h e
Nation, the recent States' Rights flareup was only an episode which may or
may not help the cause of racial tolerance.
The steadily increasing danger to
states' rights is neither racial nor sectional. It is what used to be called the
pork-barrel evil and is now known as
federal aid. The term pork barrel was
dropped by politicians and the press,
maybe because it got to be hackneyed,
but more likely because during the great
depression doling out federal funds in
fabulous sums to every town, city, county
and state that could use it turned out to
be hood politics.
When communities and states go tincupping to Washington for money for
every conceivable purpose it is easy for
them to overlook the fact that every
grant of money for anything but strictly
federal projects weakens the morale of
states and makes beggars of smaller governmental units.
National, state and local politicians like
the pork-barrel system, which in general
is actually a legalized racket, because it
shifts responsibility for taxes to Washington, which is a long way from home.
They all figure there is less squawking
010,4 high federal taxes than there'
would be if the revenue were collected
by states, counties and cities themselves.
If states and communities stood on
their own legs and paid their own way,
politicians and local business men
would be r o bb eel of opportunities to
'wrangle funds from the Federal government and come back boasting that they
brought home the bacon.
Probably worst of all is the effect of

the pork barrel evil on the civic and political morile of the people themselves. It
makes them feel less responsible to their
own states and communities. It makes
poorer citizens of them. It does things to
their civic self-respect.
Transferring powers to tax and spend
from states to Washington is surrounding rights and privileges and centralizing governmental authority at the cost
of local self-government. Yes, we are
selling states' rights down the river of
practical politics.
Wouldn't it be wonderful if the term
federal aid could be erased from the lexicon of progress in America and the word
opportunity f>e always printed in capital
letters?
Let's hope Kentucky communities will
continue to do a better job of providing
services for their people and, by so doing,
make for a better place in which to live.
We should remember that democracy and
progress should and must start at home,
in our communities.
The New York City harbor contains
200 deep-water docks.
•
Twelve railroads converge on the port
of New York.
•
New York state has more than 7,000
miles of railroad tracks.
•
The northern shores of the Great Lakes
are believed to be rising at the rate of
about a foot every century.
•
Use of camels in the U. S. desert regions of the Southwest was tried but
abandoned in the middle of the last century, largely because horses and mules
stampeded at the sight or smell of camels.

"I thawed it all myself."
-- Louise Duke Brock.
• • •
Using a vacuum cleaner method to handle the annual autumnal leaf problem, the City of
Lexington is. keeping its streets
clean
with a "leaf-picker"
mounted on a trailer and pulled
by a truck. The machine grinds
the leaves and piles the residue
in the truck. The "leaf-picker"
cost $2,800 and the city expects
to pay for it, in labor savings,
this year.

•
•
Literary
Guidepost
A

Salazar, Dominican representative on the Council of the new
Organization of American States.
The beacon, with its vertical
rays likewise in the form of a
cross, will be visible to fliers
and mariners for scores of
miles.
Besides offering a valuable
navigational aid, the monument
will house a chapel in which
remains now lying in the Cathedral of Cuidad Trujillo will be
laid. These remains share a disputed claim to being those of
Columbus with others now in
Spain. The monument also will
house a library which will be
devoted to works on Columbus
and his voyages and an inter-
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is afforded an opportunity at
election time. He gets his picture in the papers a good deal
here lately, ip connection -with
his State job, on which he is
doing might well.
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... at the

BROWN

If you have business soon in Louisville, bring yo
wife along and have a week-end "spree." She'll lot
to shop and look around on Friday and Saturila
morning, while you work. Then, Saturday night, yo
can take her to the Bluegrass Room . .. have
gorgeous dinner, see two wonderful floor shows, an
either dance or "watch!" On Sunday morningwell, how long has it been since you've had breakfas
in bed?
You'll both have fun at the Brown. It's Louisville'
Largest and Finest!
Five Splendid Restaurants including the Famous
BLUEGRASS ROOM —

THE

BROWN
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watch it grow
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to takes it
the free air.
Increase in
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Nicest "Bright Spin

HOTEL

Louisville's Largest and Finest
rt.,01.0 E. Minx, Marsagntg Director
Fly. Flows lit-Conditioned All the Year 'Round!

JERSEYMAN'S JOURNAL,
by Walter E. Edge (Princeton;
$5)

As active at 75 as most men
in their forties, Edge tells history of success in one of the
most rough and tumble arenas
in the world—New Jersey poll
tics.
There is no false modesty in
his direct and forceful tale of
ry S. Truman won the Presi- starting to work as. a printer's
dency all by himself. He had at devil for $5 a week at the age
least 23,079,756 people helping of 15, and amassing millions in
him. (Tom Underwood. in the building a worldwide advertising business. But his first and
Lexington Herald)
Yes Tom, and what about Al- constant love was public life.
He became assemblyman,state
ben W. Barkley?
• • •
senator, governor during both
A good many friends have World Wars, U. S. senator for
told me . . . including Republi- two terms, and ambassador to
cans, they are glad the Demo- France.
Edge says "if the record lends
crats won the House and Senate, as long as they put Mr. assurance to a few aspiring.
young men and women that
Truman in . . . as it is well
recognized
even • ,one house America 'is • still free for those
against the President can dead- who will use their freedom and
lock legislation, prevent action that no form of 'public security'
and generally muss matters up. can permanently replace the
God-given right of every citizen
*
*
*
•
Postmaster John Mahan bud- to achieve the fullest expression
ded out right well Wedneaelay of his life, the Purpose of this
. . . but Thursday was really in volume will have been fulfilled."
Something of a believer in the
full bloom, while receiving congratulations from
numerous theory that the end justifies the
means,.-Edge fought on a state
friends upon the Truman-Barkley victory. Several others here and national scale for reforms
Who have jobs under Uncle that read like the history of the
Sam were right well- pleased good government movement in
too, with the election results, es- the United States. His inside
pecially Aubrey Childress and story of a half-century of contact
with'leaders of two continents is
Frank Jones.
interwoven with a frankly parti*
*
*
The Chicago Journal of Com- san account of his triumphs and
merce for Wednesday, Nov. 3, relatively few defeats.
-He quotes with apparent ap
gave over its front page to advising Dewey and his cabinet proval a rival's characterizations:
about how to cope with trade "Walter Edge is a terribly danpolicy, credit, crop support, the gerous guy to sit down with in
Commodity Credit Corp., c o n- a back room." Alternately accusservation, etc. Of course, iany ed of being an "old guard" Re
other big dailies made the same publican and "a New Deal turncoat", Edge makes no bones
mistake.
about using his patronage and
*
*
*
It might be pointed out again appointing power while goverthrough
that, while the metropolitan nor to whip his program
balky legislature, and to win
press all too frequently lets its
predilection for Big Business elections.
•.
sway its political judgment . . .
to the point of putting its own
New covered bridges are still
the United
opinions in news columns . .
built in
being
the community newspapers, as States.
a rule, are still "rugged indi• •
vidualists".
It is estimated there are still
*
*
*
at least 2,000 covered bridges in
A good many papers, among the United States.
them ours, reminded the elector•
ate the great mass of the peoThe United States has A naple is always better off under
society
for the study and
tional
Democratic administrations and
preservafron of oovered bridges.
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Thirty years ago today the "Cease Fire" command
ended World War 1. And on that day we honored those

Lod costs
To get

the
eve
Gtoeral Elect

who had fallen in the service of our country. Today,
The sealed-i

added to that honor roll are those who gave their lives

that used •
160 1,700,000

in the second great world conflict. It is not enough this

ten years olf on
hi repeated
bet Seal coin
w kept mood

Armistice Day to honor the brave dead of two wars by
bowing our heads in prayer. Only by each of us working
assiduously to*revent another war-----working to build an
everlasting Peace

can we pay them deserving tribute.
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University of Kentucky researchers in metallurgical engineering plan to start work soon
on methods of reclaiming
various
types of expended steel
foundry
sand, in cooperation
with 'the
Steel Founders Society of
America. The research work
may result in an annual saving
of
thousands of dollars to Kentucky
industry. The project is an
outgrowth of two years of
preliminary research carried on
in the
U. S. metallurgical
laboratories.

ing plenty of attention to
'ow and litter of ten pigs
Mr. Willie English of Cobb,
I, well. The ten pigs farMay 27 were sold Octo25, a little less than five
later at a weight of
pounds.
pigs were fed a ration of
and skimmilk practically College Radio Schedule
Radio programs from the
ther as Mr. English says
Colught only two bags of sup- lege of Agriculture and Home
The pigs had corn be- Economics, University of Kenn at all times and milk tucky, to be heard daily over
ried to them three times station WHAS at 12:45 p.m. are:
a good share of, the time. Nov. 15, Dr. Dwight M. Seath,
t swine producers could "Winter Feeding Problems for
t hogs at between five Pairying;" Nov. 16, Charles
'x months iq 200 pounds or Bortner, "Fertilizing Tobacco,"
with a little more atten- Nov. 17, Robert H. Ford, "Farm
a few good practices in Newscast"; Nov. 18, Lyle Leo, sanitation, and farrow- nard, "Saving and Improving
The first thing in swine Soils", and Nov. 19, "Questions
lion is to provide good from Farm People." On Nov.
farrowing conditions that 20, at 11:45 a.m., Miss Marie
will discuss "The
elp insure the saving of Barkley
litters of pigs. A pig's feed Thanksgiving Dinner."
be balanced and never
Add a little finely grated
. The best way to insure
a balanced ration is onion to cream celery; serve in
h self feeding. The self a casserole, if desired, with a
should contain a plenti- topping of buttered br cad
upply of a good protein crumbs and a sprinkling of
paprika.

HELD IN SLAYING—Harold Leland Trutner, 23, handcuffed and
accompanied by an unidentified police officer, passes the blanketcovered body of his stepfather, Hans Heinzelmann, at Oakland,
Calif, (Nov. 8) Police Inspectors A. FL Waters and A. M. Guinan
said Trutner admitted the shooting. They said he appeared dazed.
No charges were filed immediately (AP Wirephoto)

Mr. Ali Ilefl PUOI V Illtt`d Robert and Leon Powell Sunday.
Mr, Buddy Wyatt spent the
weekend with his uncle, Archie
Stallins, of Hopkinsville.
Mrs. Nellie Cotton visited her
brother, ?lather Capps, Saturday.
Mist
.3 Violet Rollins was in
town Saturday.
During the last week the farmers have had a slow down on
their corn gathering, due to so
much rain.
Miss Sue Boyd attended the
ball game at Sturgis Thursday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. George Franklin and Mrs. Hester Powell and
sons were in Hopkinsville Sunday on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Quinn
visited her mother Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Josie Walker called on
her daughter one night last
week.
Mrs. Lennie Crowder visited
Mrs. Owen Crowder Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Laural Hicks
visited Mr. and Mrs. Edd Campbell Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Stallins
were in our community recently
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Ozment
and little daughter, of Dayton,
0., visited their sister-in-law,
Mrs. Hester Powell, Sunday.
Mrs. Hester Powell visited

High School Teachers
Contribute To Art Work
Art work done by high school
teachers throughout the state is
being assembled by the University of Kentucky art department
for classification and non-competitive exhibit. The project of
assembling original sculpture,
ceramics, pottery, painting and
other types of craft work is part
of a program to survey the field
of art in Kentucky and eventually to improvi art teaching in
the high school.

Talked At By Wild Parrots
Sydney, Australia — AP — A
man in South Australia is greeted with "Hullo, Cookie!" by
large numbers of wild cockatoos
wherever he goes in his district.
He is Mr. H. J. Castinia, caretaker of a closed down mine at

Ev.,listown. Will, no neighbors
within 100 miles, Mr. Castinia
has made friends with the birds.
For a number of years he captured young galahs, a species of
rose-breasted cockatoos, kept
them for a time, taught the,m
to talk, and then released them.

friends in Princeton Sunday afternoon.
TOLD AS YOU WOULD HAVE
IT TOLD
WITHOUT PULLING PUNCHES!
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LESPEDEZA
USES
FOUR-LEAF

your lespedeza a good big
of its favorite food—
watch it grow! Feeding
ly
on
FOUR-LEAF
cred Rock Phosphate, the
eza takes its nitrogen
the free air. You get a
increase in lespedeza
h, a richer lespedcza for
ock—and all following
benefit from the inii
phosphorus, nitand organic ma•ter.
phosphated lestsedeza—
w -cost soil improvement.
to ....
empson Phosphate €0.
407 S. Dearborn St.,
Chicago 5, III.

If your family likes the flavor
of garlic try sprinkling carrot
and celery sticks with a dash it
garlic salt before serving.
Flowerets of cauliflower and
radishes may also be sprinkled
in this way before serving.
supplement, grain, mineral, and
loose salt. Good legume pastures
will reduce considerably the
amount of protein supplement
needed. Pastures or feed lots
free of worms are essential in
economical feeding. Feeding under clean conditions to prevent
infection is best; however, if
pigs do become infected, sodium
fluoride or some other good
worm expeller should be administered at the first signs of infection.
Mr. Mack Rustin of the Creswell community says he harvested about 70 bushels of corn an
acre this fall from a field that
only produced 15 bushels an acre
eight years ago.

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions
those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell countyofalmost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton
reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
May 4, 1926. Mr. G. G. Harral- day. Wonder why?
son, president of the Princeton
May 11, 1926. Mr. Medley
Hosiery Mills, left this morning Goodwin, of Clarksdale, Miss.,
on a business trip to New York. spent Sunday in the city with
May 4, 1926. Mr. R. D. Gar- home-folk.
rett is at home and while here,
May 14, 1926. Mr. and Mrs. W.
he will probably decide on W. Childress, and Messrs: R. E.
building the Smith corner, oppo- Butler and J. A. Stegar are in
site the Elks Home.
Frankfort. Messrs Childress and
May 4, 1926. Scouts Grayson Bull rewill appear before the
Harralson, William Haydon and State Tax Commission to repreWillard Moore accompanied sent Caldwell County taxpayers.
May 21, 1926. Dr. and Mrs.
Scout Chief E. S. Sherron, of
the
Pennyroyal Council, to W. L. Cash, Master Ralph Cash
Louisville last Saturday in his and Miss Birdie Nichols, Dr. W.
car, to be present at the big C. Haydon, Misses Grace Pepper and Susie Stevens and Dr.
scout meeting this week.
May 7, 1926. Mrs. J. B. Lester R. 0. Davis, of Farmersville,
has returned home after a visit went to Hopkinsville Tuesday.
to her sister, Mrs. D. 0. Dugger, The physicians attended the
in Chicago. Mrs. Dugger accom- fourth monthly banquet of the
Christian county medical sociepanied her home.
May 7, 1926. The last of a ser- ty which occurred that evenies of joint music-expression re- ing.
May 25, 1926. Mrs. Charles
citals will be given by the pupils of Mrs. Grace Kevil, Miss Ratliff, Jr., returned from
Bernice McCaslin, Mesdames R. Louisville last week in a pretty
Towery, F. K. Van Arsdel, in th.i. new sport model Buick car
Butler High School auditorium which she purchased while in
Saturday, May 8, at 4 o'clock. that city.
The public is cordially invited.
Gears can be made of wood,
May 7, 1926. Col S. W. Baker
made flying trips to Marion and cotton fabrics, leather, plastics
Kuttawa Tuesday and Wednes- and glass

MADY CHRISTIANS
HOWARD DUFF
LOUISA HORTON
FRANK CONROY
ARLENE FRANCIS
LLOYD GOUGH

5V-ALUMINUM ROOFING
6-7-8-9-1011-12 foot lengths
APPROX. 25 GAUGE .019 THICKNESS

SATURDAY, NOV. 13

Action! Thrills! Adventure!
• OHIO RIVER SALT
• CYANAMID
• RYE
• WHEAT
Plus These Added Features
LAST CHAPTER
COLOR COMIC
THE VIGILANTE"
"LITTLE TINKER"

• HOG KILLING SUPPLIES
• HEATING STOVES

THIS AD SHOULD BE
ON THE FRONT PAGE!
The Princeton Leader does not sell
display advertising on Page One. This,
quite properly, is reserved for the
•
floral Electric

Homo tractors ors avallablo la *Mao 4. or 114•••R smodeis.

ith a General Electric Home Freezer,
you can keep 'em fresh,
and eat 'em when you want 'em!
%, you can freeze the fish and game you get (subject,
eurse, to your state laws) and
... eat them when you will enjoy them most!
lie General Electric Home Freezer is wonderful,
. for freezing and storing vegetables and fruits,
ed goods, and ice cream. It's a good way to cut
d costs these days!
0 get every advantage in a home freezer, get a
neral Electric. This is why:
Dapendable, oconornical, proved!,
he sealed-in refrigerating system is the same type
that used in General Electric Refrigerators. More
n 1,700,000 of these systems have been in service
years or more.
In repeated laboratory tests, the- General Electric Pert Seal cabinet construction proved so efficient thaa
kept food frozen for several days alter the current
shut off.
,eneral Electric's know-how covers a thorough
wledge of the refrigeration and freezing of foods,
rb,
iiiraotfory
y.
ears of experience in our Food Research

MARC PLATT • JAMES GLEASON
EDWARD EVERETT HORTON
ADELE JERGENS•GEORGE MACREADY
WILLIAM FRAWLEY•ROLAND CALM

Yet, so important in the annals of

C II A 11 'UR A
iiiiioiaiiiiffP
the STOVE
with the

IRON LUNG: 1:4
Have you heard about Charter Oak's
NEW WAY to heat your home?
Check up on this new kind of coal
and wood heater! Throws off a
HOT-BLAST of intense radiant
heat for quick warming of chilled
bodies...in addition to forcing a
powerful stream ofcirculating warm
air to other rooms and down
to the floor. Learn how the IRON
LUNG changes coal gases and
smoke into intense CHEAPER heat
and reduces your fuel bills. The
new AIRFLOW is now on
display...come in and see

et us show you the dependable, economical Genera/
trie Home Freezers today.

the screen is "Gentleman's

ment" that, if we could, we would
place this advertisement on the front

That "Gentleman's Agreement" is
the most acclaimed picture in screen
history . . . winner of 49 awards including the coveted New York Critics'
Circle Award as THE BEST PICTURE
OF THE YEAR!

GREGORY

PECK,

GARFIELD

DOROTHY
in

Laura

Holm, June Havoc!, Jane Wyatt, Anne Revere,
Albert Dekker and Sam Jaffe.
(Incorporated)

Phone 260

MeGUIRE,
Z. Hobson's

"GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT" with Celeste

$330.00
Tenth & Va. St.
Phone 332
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.

HERE COMES "PA
and
KETTLE" of "THE EGG AND
IN A RIOT OF FUN!

page so all could see and know.

JOHN

GENERAL ELECTRIC
HOME FREEZER

Agree-

PECK

• NI:G
. 61R E

GAR'FIELD
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PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCET0N, KINTUCKY

leaf Growers
To Make Quotas

Saving Your Child's Eyes Television To Be
Aid In Agriculture
By David Taylor Marke
(AP

The eyes of one out of every
tie school children are defective, says Dr. Franklin M. Foote,
executive director of the National Society for the Prevention of
Blindness. He adds:
"The eyes of more than Os
million school children are defective, and such children require medical attention and
school care through periodic examinations".
Asked how parents can help
protects their children's eyesight,
he said:
"The youngster learning to
read can be taught good reading
habits. Parents can see to it that
Junior reads with a clear, good
light falling from above, over
his shoulder. They can train him
to hold his book about 14 inches
from his eyes and to read with
his head up. They cali teach
him to keep his books clean; a
soiled page is hard to read. Parents can prevent junior from
reading books printed indistinctly, in small type, or on glossy
paper. They can have him rest
his eyes frequently and if his
eyes ache, or if he has trouble
in seeing things distinctly, they
should have them examined."
Eye trouble may cause other
trouble as well, says Dr. Foote.
IT Junior reads in a poor light
he may develop a headache,
dizzy spells and nausea.
In those cases where Junior
- must do his homework on a dining room table, parents can help
set up ideal study conditions.
The eye sees more than the page
being read, he says. If the tabk
is dark, there is a conflict of
light and dark on the retina of
the eye and reading becomes an
effort, leading to eyestrain. To
prevent this, parents should
cover the whole table with a
cloth in a pastel shade, prefer-

ably buff or light green with a
bluish tinge. Avoid the distracBY Ati•OcIAT•D P•11111)
tion of pink, peach, yellow colWashington—The Agricultural
ors and checked cloths, he ad- Department is working on television, programs for 'farmers
vises.
The walls facing the child and hopes thousands of video
sets will be in use on farms
similarly tinre'd
should .b e
within 5 years.
Don't let him study In a violentOfficials told a reporter they
against
a
or
colored
room
ly
see television as a highly valudark background, says Dr. Foote. able educational medium fol
The lighting should be diffused farmers and their families.
over the whole room rather than
Heavy reliance for the future
beating down directly upon the is placed on regional video netprinted page. A bright spot of works such as are now shaping
direct light quickly tires the "up in the high-producing Mideye.
western farm belt.
If Junior has to write, the
A department spokesman said
light should fall over his left
two specialists are heading for
shoulder if he is right-handed; a Midwestern city this week end
over his right shoulder if he is for experiments in television
:eft-handed. If he is reading
broadcasting of farm news and
only, it doesn't matter if the features and farm women's
fealight flows over the right or
tures.
left shoulder.
The officials said "whole new
One of the most serious errors
techniques" will be needed to
of which parents are guilty, says
fit agricultural education prorDr. 'Foote, is in failing to
grams to television. He foresees
rect a noticeable crossed-eye
three main approaches:
condition in children one or two
1. Modernization of the longyears old. Parents have a misused agricultural extension set.taken idea that children will
vice demonstration technique—
outgrow this condition. If the
unreeling actual farm processes
the
probnegl.Tted
condition is
before the farmer's eyes.
abilities are, says Dr. Foote, that
2. New emphasis on the "tour"
the child will have impaired viof important farm projects, aidsion in the eye which is out of
ed by motion picture, still phofocus.
tographs, slides, remote control
Parents can forestall serious
field broadcasts covering exif
Foote,
says
Dr.
eye defects,
tests
they will learn to look for signs periments, laboratory
of eye trouble in their children. shown in operation, etc.
3. Special events coverage
Here are some of the things
including major stock shows,
parents should look for:
Junior's attempts to brush fairs, agricultural contests, and
away blur, rubbing eyes fre- the like.

35 Counties In Western
Ky. Vote November 27
On Marketing Limits

,It yC.
PARLAYS cituAttrrs INTO SMALL FORTLNL—M
Walters, (right) an his wife, Marian, 42, were held by police at
Colorado Springs, Colo., (Nov. 8) for questioning about jewels and
antiques Police Chief I. B. Bruce said were found at their home.
Bruce said Walters told him he traded 1,500 cartons of cigarets for
some $29,000 worth of goods during a two-year hitch in Austria.
No charges were filed. Bruce said he and the Air Force are trying
to find out if the goods were brought into this country legally.
(AP Wirephoto)

Dark airLexington —
cured and Fire-cured tobacco
growers in 35 Kentucky counties will vote November 27 on
marketing quotas.
The growers will vote:
I. For quotas for three years
beginning with the 1949 crop.
2. For quotas for 1949 only.
3. Against quotas.
"If marketing quotas are approved (Federal Government)
loans will continue to provide a
floor price," he said. "By using
quotas and loans farmers can
rotect themselves against disas
:ously low prices which might
be expected if production exceeds demand."
The growers approved quotas
in a referendum three years ago.
They expire at the end of this
season.
Fire-cured and Dark Air-cured
leaf is produced in Western Kentucky. Several of the 35 counties have only a small number
of growers.

BODY AND FENDER WORK
AND (AR PAINTING

We also do repairing, acetylene and electric
Welding.
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Try leader Classified Ads — They get results!
--
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Saute onions, green pepper,
mushrooms, tomatoes and cubed
eggplant together for a fall vegetable dish. Season with a dash
of sugar and allspice and salt
and pepper.

Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Rogers Mrs. A. J. Eldridge who has Cruce and Mr. and Mrs. W. S.
and daughters, Sharon and Phyl- been critically ill, is much im- Cardin, Clarksville, Tenn.
lis, spent the week-end with her proved.
Rev. Ray Wigginton left Monparents, Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Henson day morning for Memphis, Tenn.,
Holeman, of Repton.
were Sunday dinner guests of where he will attend a board
quently; frowning.
Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Coleman_ Mr. and Mrs. Bradley Henson, meeting of the churches.
Season
a
pound
of
lean
ground
Shutting or covering one eye,
Mr. Norman Lee Faught, stuleft Sunday for a visit to Mr. near Kuttawa.
tilting or thrusting head for- beet with,finely grated onion,
dent at Bowling Green Business
Mrs.
Snowden
in
Dallas,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jimmy
Ray,
salt
and
pepper and a tablespoon
ward when looking at near or
or so of tomato juice or milk. Tex. They will also visit rela- Evansville, were weekend guests University; was called home
distant objects.
tives in Oklahoma before re- of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. Sunday night to be at the bedDifficulty in reading or in Shape into large flat cake and
side of - his father, Adrain
turning home.
P. Ray.
broil
.until
done;
turn
with
two
requiring
close
use
work
other
Faught, who was seriously inMr. Clifford Applegate, stuMrs.
Ambie
Fuller
spent
last
pancake
turners
if
desired.
Dust
of the eyes.
jured in an automobile accident
dent
at
Murray
College,
spent
week
with
her
daughter,
Mrs.
with
paprika
and
dry
mustard
Frequent blinking, crying, or
and dot with butter or marga- the week-end as guest of Mrs. L. Simpkins, and Mr. Simpkins, on the Kuttawa road. He is in
the Princeton Hospital.
Amble Fuller.
of Frances.
rine before serving.
Mrs. Chester Miller and son,
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Burklew
Kenneth Montgomery, U.S.N.,
irritability when doing close and sons, Princeton, were Sun- Norfolk, Va., visited his mother, Danny, who have 'visited her
work.
day guests of her parents, Mr. Mrs. V. E. Coleman, and Mr. parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. R. FeaStumbling or tripping over and Mrs. C. W. Moore.
Coleman a few days last week. gan, left Thursday morning for
small objects, or holding books
Miss Do r is Brown returned
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Eld- their home inWichita, Kans.
ot small objects close to the home Thursday afternoon, after ridge and daughter, of Dyers- Enroute home, they will visit
eyes.
spending several days in River- burg, Tenn., spent the weekend relatives in Columbia, Tenn.
Inability, to praticipate in side Hospital in Paducah, where with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Rev. and Mrs. Shirley DeBell,
games requiring distance vision, she received treatment.
were the dinner
Louisville,
A. J. Eldridge.
or undue sensitiveness to light.
Mr. and Mrs. Byrd M. Guess,
Mr. and Mrs. Malcom Black- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Other things parents can look Mrs. J. B. Sory, Miss Ada Leen- burn
werv in Indianapolis Fralick Sunday. Rev. DeBell is
for are red-rimmed, encrusted, er and c4iss
ra Young were Thursday.
pastor of the White Sulphur
or swollen eyelids; recurring Sunday giksisAf the Rev. and
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young Baptist Church.
sties; inflamed or watery eyes Mrs. L. Layman in Smith Grove. spent 'several days last week as
Mrs. Glenn Maddox, Centeror crossed eyes.
Mr. Leaman Lowry returned guests of their daughter, Mrs. J. town, and Mr. and Mrs. Attrice
They also can pay attention to Evansville Sunday, after Luke Quertermous, in Louisville. Faught, Owensboro, were called
to Junior's complaint that he spending several weeks here \Mrs. Leslie
Bright visited her here Sunday night by the sercannot see well, that he gets with his mother, Mrs. Belle sister, Miss Maggie Coleman, in ious injury of their brother, Addizzy spells, headaches or nau- Lowry, and family.
Paducah a few days last week. rian Faught.
sea following close eye work, 'Mr. and Mrs. Seldon McElroy,
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
that his vision is blurred or that Alton, Ill., spent the weekend
Ivan H. Bennett Sunday were Leslie Bright Sunday were Miss
he is seeing double, says Dr. with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Taylor, Maggie Coleman, Paducah, and
Foote.
Coy Moore.
Bowling Green, Mrs. Lemma Mr. and Mrs. William Colman.

Utterly feminine with '
its i
finely "embroidered" flowers,
a romantic pattern fashioned
to endure forever in precious
solid silver. You'll love your
first place setting, your very
first piece, of exquisite
Madeira. See if this isn't
your lifetime pattern in
Sterling silver.

Let us explain hots to collect your Steeling piece by r
place setnng. Six piece plaos setting $24.50, includia6

' :kr

The Kentuc
up your dead s
and on sanitar

3210 OIL HEATER
7,-/- "Why not own the QUAKER that your present heater Is paying for in wasted fuel."
Nothing like it! Sensational new QUAKER 3210 puts
to 34
more heat in your home with the same amount of oil. New
QUAKERTROL does it! Delivers just the right amount of air to
... with any
the burner for perfect combustion ... in any weather.
chimney! Gives economical, smoke-free, soot-free combustion
at every flame setting. And this neva QUAKER has 79% more
primary heating surface to give more heat ... make your oil last
longer. REPLACE NOW!Enjoy the greater comfort and economy tomorrow and for years to come. See QUAKER TODAY!
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Holds more food than ever bitfore In the same kitchen space

Here are lust a few

• MORE usable space on the new
flat top, MORE frozen food storage in the big new SuperFreezer, MORE room for keeping
fresh or frozen meats, MORE
space for leafy vegetables and
fruits, MORE usable shelf space
for other foods.

famous FRIGIDAIRE features
•Fall-width Storage Drawer
• Cook-Mart..' Oven Control
•Surface wait Signal-Light
• Assfornalk Time-Signal
• Fluorescent Cooking-Sop Lp
• All-ponelot• cabinet
• Acid-redstIng porcelain
cooking-top
• Automatic even light

• Fernous Matisr-MI•er mechanism
• Inclusive OvIckub• Tray.
• All-percroloin Inside
• lame ittpo•Fro••••
• Multl-puroo•• Shweg• Tray
• Pen-width rolayr-boaring. glosstoaptal Hydrator
Itadlantobe S.-Speed
Cooking Units

ilmironiroc Deep-well
Cooker

Thessi each:sive omits glee
you stuody, Instant heal
every florml Only Frigidaire hos

Ws a 6-quart deep nal
cooker with Thrifto Medic
switch. Con be changed
to on •stra surto., mat
Ian

litiren-Hrrat Oren,
large ol••

Cook- Mash,,
Oven Control

1-pl•c• porcelain rosy to
clean. Extra thick Insulation. Heats to baking
terriperotons In 5½ ,,,i,..
Om.Wall Ingb broiler.

Pet In 0 moo!, set the
clock for starting and lin
lolling time
and for•
it.4•1

More Frigidaire' servo
In more American home,
than any other refrigerator

McConnell Electric Co

du , November 11, 1948

'ers Show 10/
es At London

KENTUCKY

-UK Vote Foretells
Truman's Victory

The - upset" victory of President Truman In his bid to return
Iiundresi :nisi seven calves
to the White House may have
0 counties were exhibited
been foreseer), by' University of
,4 at the first Southeast
Kentucky students, who gave
ky 4-H Club Fat Cattle him the
nod over his Republican
and Sale at London.
rival in a campus-wide "mock
Clay
of
Cornett
Sue
ts
election" nearly one week before
v, secretary of the Kentuc.sociation of 4-H Clubs, the presidential election. The
the grand champion calf, Democratic ticket polled 41 pergheti 985 pounds and sold cent of the ballots, in comparicents a pound. Mettle K. son with 37
percent for the
of Estill county owned
Dewey -Warren slate and 17 pergrand
serve
champion, a
,
cent for the flixiecrats. The Uni•ind calf that brought 38
versity "stray; vote" has proven
s pound.
unosually accurate in the preers of blue ribbon calves
diction of past national and state
, heavy class were Betty election
races.
,tod Perry Cornett, sister
!other of Clay county, and Clay county, and Eugene DurYoung of Jackson ham, Joe Burnett and Helen
g's
These calves brought an Burnett, all of Whitley county.
ge of $35.80 a cwt.
These calves, weighing under
adtiition to Mattie Dixon, 750 pounds, sold for an
averof blue ribbon calves in age of $34.83 a cwt.
,ght class were Chester
The 107 calves brought a to,ons and Glenn Hammons, tal of $20,118.83, or an average
I county; John D. Cornett, of $28 a hundred pounds.

PAID ALL HIS BILLS
HAD CASH LEFT, TOO
WE'LL GLADLY DO
THE SAME FOR YOU
1301'Man

Consolidate your bills
with a friendly cash loan from us.
only one place to pay

. only ene payment to make.

's the modem way to get ahead. Corn* in or phone today.

Utterly feminine viik
ely "embroidered"Swat
a romantic patient fain
endure for,
id silver. 1
first place setting, yowl,
t piece, of exqui,
Madeira. Seel:
our lifetime pattern in
Sterling silver

106 E. Court Square

Phone 470

Princeton, Ky. lEORGE R. WOODRUFF, Mgr.

How 4-H Club
Work Helped Me

By Shirley Porter,
Casey County
I have been a member of a
4-H club for seven years and
would like to tell why I think
farm boys and girls should belong to one.
First, the 4-H club is an organization for rural boys and
girls: Casey county young people should be interested because
we are strictly an agricultural
county.
The 4-H club teaches the best
way of doing things. When a
member makes a dress or feeds
a calf, the right way is learned
and he has a finished product.
There is also a goal toward it
which to: work. Members strive
to make their work the best
in
order to
exhibit
it
in 4-H competition. Those who
make their products worthwhile
win medals, educational trips
or prizes of money. They also
win honor for themselves and
are a source of pride to their
parents.
At 4-H camp and at 4-H
Week, members learn to meet
and mix with others, which is
difficult /or many country boys
and girls. I know, I am one! In
4-H club I gave demonstre.
tions. My speaking was terrible,
but after two or three years I
improved and finally won the
$tate contest. In college lad
year I took public speaking. I
got a good grade because of my
previous experience in my 4-H
club.
The 4-H club is a big organization. When I was in Chicago
attending the National 4-H Club
Congress, every state in the
Union, with the exception of
two, were represented.
In verey generation there is
an increase in migration from
farm to city. If farm boys and
girls could be shown through
4-H clubs the advantages of
farming, more of them would
stay on the farm and make
it pay.
I am proud that I am a 4-H
club member, and when I am
beyond the age limit, I want to
be a leader. I want to help
others
with an organization
which has helped me and millions of other boys and girls.

Remodeling Done On
90-Year-Old House

Sterling piece by piece, ie
$24.50, including Fr, -:a

The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
your dead stock promptly, free of charge
d on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
ily.

We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
We pay all phone charges.

Suggestions learned in the Otter Pond Homemakers Club
proved valuable to Mrs. Claude
McConnell of Caldwell county
this summer, when she and her
husband had their 90-year-old
house remodeled. The old kitchen and dining room were torn
down and a basement dug. Then
a dining room, kitchen and bath
room were built, a hardwood
floor laid in the living room
and the .house was, painted. The
step-saving kitchen
is now
equipped with an electric stove
and refrigerator, built-in cabinets and a double sink.
Mrs. James Mitchell of the
same homemakers club, and her
husband, also .remodeled their
kitchen and installed a bath
room.

Negro 4-H'ers Make
Livestock Exhibits
Russellville—Negro 4-H Club
members exhibited
and sold
$2,110,75 worth of fat cattle and
hugs at a show and sale at Russellville, the first event of its
kind in this region. Clearance
Gaines had the champion calf.
It sold for $323.75, and won $15
in cash prizes. Put on feed
March 9, when it weighed 404
pounds, it weighed 925 pounds
when sold. Vernon Lee Sweatt
owned the grand champion hog.
It weighed 240 pounds and sold
for 31 cents a pound.
Directed by Bennett K. Brown,
assistant county agent in Logan
and Simpson counties, livestock
improvement is going forward
in this region. Farmers are adding improved breeding animals
and fattening high-class cattle
and hogs.
RECO% Elt1N6 T06ETHER—Larry Bronnenbcig, 3, and his dog
Penny, 3 months, are recovering together these days in Des
Moines, Ia., after accidents all but incapaciatated them. Playing
airplane, Larry fell down the stairs in his home, breaking his arm.
Later, chasing a cat out the kitchen door, Penny lost, slipped and
cracked a bone in her left hind leg. Larry wears..a cast on his
left arm, Penny one on her leg. (AP Wirephoto)
•

Arthritis Pain

Per quick, delightfully comforting help for
ache. and pains of Rheumatism, Arthritis,
louring, Iminh•go, Sciatica, or Neuralgia try
Naolnd. Works throush the blood First dose
Usually start. alle•lating pain so you can
Pork. enjoy life and Weep more comfortably.
Jet Remind al druggist today Quick, coal.
Sala Satisfaction or manes back gus•anteed

Subscribe to the

Yields Boosted
On Lincoln Farm

LONG

DISTANCE

MOVING

Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Contact
JAMES I) MASIIBURN
Princeton, Ky
Phone 893

LOOK OUT!
Before it's too late.
)
,
FOR FIRE INSURANCE DON'T FORGE,

Mark Cunningham
Agent

Scholarships For Girls

More Kentucky girls may be
able to attend the University of
Kentucky in the future as the
result of a $3,282 check presented to the Frances Jewell McVey
Memorial Scholarship Fund last
Picture Of Kentucky
week by the U. K. Woman's
Girl On Cover Page
Club. The money represented
Miss Sylvia Smith, of Bran- profits from the sale of 20,000
denburg, a senior in the College copies of "Stay For Tea", a
The 150 bankers, farmers and
book of favorite recipes.
of Agriculture and Home Ecobusinessmen who attended the
nomics, University of KentucUse of hand-made paper bags
bank e5s farm management ky, has been honored
by having for packing food started in the
meeting in Lincoln county saw her photograph appear on the
United States in 1800.
a farm where improved prac- cover page of the Current issue
tices have more than doublml of 'What's New in Home Economics", a national magazine. A
crop yields and livestock remonthly publication, its cover
turns.
pages are devoted to picturing
When Harry Goggin bought
outstanding students in home
the 215 acres in 1917 corn proeconomics from various colleges
duced around 35 bushels; hay,
and universities.
eighth-tenths of a ton, and toSelection of Miss Smith was
bacco, 850 pounds, an acre. The
made by the members of the
average yields for the years of
home economics faculty on the
1943 through 194'7 were 70
basis of scholarship, professionbushels of corn, two and half
al interest, personality and camtons of hay and-1,800 pounds of
pui activities. She is majoring
tobacco.
in nutrition.
A program of spreading limePresident of Iota Chapter of
stone, phosphate and fertilizers,
Phi Upsilon Omicron, national
terracing
and
crop rotation
honorary home economics ormade most of the improvement.
ganization, she is also a member
All the farm has been limed
of Mortar Board, honor society,
once and most of it twice. Libof Newman Chib and of the
eral use of fertilizers brought
Home Economics Club. She is
a luxuriant growth of legumes
also social chairman of Jewell
and grasses that supports 30
Hall, woman's dormitory. Durbeef cows, 75 ewes, three brood
ing her high school years, she
Phone- 54
sows and four cows.
was an active 4-H club member.
117 W. Main St. —
Large amounts of fertilizer
Princeton, Hy.
have been used for both corn
Caws' milk is bottled or canand tobacco. Crop rotation, conned in at least 10 different
tour terraces, sod waterways,
grades and forms.
together with cover crops, give
The absence of cobalt in the
protection against soil erosion.
soil of pastures can be fatal to
Figures submitted by County sheep.
Agent 0. B. Redd showed that
More than half the weight of
Goggin got back at least $2 for
a typical plant is drawn from
each $1 spent in improving the
the air.
land, in the last five years alone.
And increased crop yields may every building on the wellbe expected over many mo r e equipped farm, with the excepyears, from treatments alraedy tion of the smokehouse, had
made.
been built since Mr. Goggin
The visitors were told that took over the place.

sores', foli

Clipper

COMPLETE INSURANCE
Phone ill

El HEALTH
E
FORUVIF

• The last three decades have
brought many changes in matters pertaining to health. The
normal span of life has been increased materially. Consider diabetes, for example. Diabetes was
first recognized about the time of

Moses, or 200 years before the
birth of King Tut. Yet,it was not until 1922 that
a specific remedy was discovered. Today,through
the use of Insulin and a balanced diet, the diabetic can reasonably expect to live about as long
as anybody. Your physician will promptly recognize the symptoms of diabetes. He knows all
about the treatment. And remember this, all advertised cures for diabetes are questionable. Don't
be victimized by the swindlers.

ONE FARM VEHICLE YOU CAN
COUNT ON IN ANY WEATHER

At least 35 different kinds of
soup are sold in cans.
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It takes much more than rough
weather and bad roads to stop the
4-wheel-drive Universal jeep'. It
keeps right on going—on or off the
road, up steep grades, through mud,
sand or snow. You will appreciate

FOR FIELD WORK. The 'Jeep'
operates almost any farm implement. Put it to work on
your autumn chores and let it
help with a thousand and one
other jobs the year'round.You
will be surprised at how much
the 'Jeep' does and how little
it costs per job.

ore food than ever be
smut

the toms kitchen

usable space on the new
MORE frozen fooc
the big neer
,MORE room for kr,.
frozen meats, MORt
vegetables rod
leafy
r
ORE usable shelf Woo

FOR WINTER HAULING. Taking crops to market and
bringing supplies out from
town is all in a day's work to
the Universal 'Jeep'. It carries up to 1,200 pounds in

r foods.

tIN AU THESE
sum•y et«, world

0.0a wir•
rt Goads
Vroesee
"
0
Sesireirl 1

resteiseesetrse. Ow'
ssyseeter

the all-around usefulness of the
'Jeep', too. When you buy a 'Jeep'
you not only get a 4-wheel-drive
tractor but you also get a vehicle
that will haul and tow. Come in
and let us show you.

tasting, and contains the
vitamins necessary to
good health.

Several interesting and educational
pictures on John Deere Equipment
nnd modern farming plactices.

its sturdy steel bed—and it
will tow 2% tons at highway
speeds.

ROBINSON IMPLEMENT CO.
9 A. M. Thursday, Nov. 18
CAPITOL THEATER
315 Kentucky Ave.
PRINCETON

Paducah, Ky.
MOTOR SALES, DEALER

KENTUCKY
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON,
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livestock Market

Commission Plans
To Study Schools
Thru 11 Grades
ii

Research Body Will Report To Legislature
On Situation In
All Its Phases
iliv

eq.

qil

Aiteocutiau Peasso

Madisonville - Dark-tobacco
sales will begin on the Medi,
sonville market Wednesday, De•
.
it is announced.
cember
The Henderson Darkstubacco
market will hold its first sale
of the 1948-49 season the same
date. Sales at Owensboro will
start for Dark tobacco December 7, and for Burley tobacco
November 29.

General Assembly will go into
all angles of the situation in the
first 12 grades of the" public
schools. The college and univerFay level may be taken up later.
Dr. Lloyd said the inquiry
will cover all phases of education in the 12 grades. Included
will be teacher pay, instruction,
administration, and transportation, and the work of the State
Education Department in relation to. the schools.
The commission agreed to
choose an advisory committee of
educators and laymen to aid in
the work. Dr. Lloyd said the
SHIELD EXPERTN,HERE
widely committee may be appointed at
H. M. SHEVNA
known expert of Chicago, WW the next meeting here Novempersonally be at the Madison Hotel, Madisonville, Tuesday Only, ber 19.
Dr. Lloyd reported to the
Nov. 16, from 9 A.M. to 2 P.M.
Mr. Shevman says: The Zoetic commission most of the materShield is a tremendous improve- ial has been assembled in the
ment over all former methods,
subjects aseffecting immediate results. It study of two other
will not only hold the rupture signed by the 1948 General Asperfectly no matter the size or sembly. They are strip mining of
location but it will increase the coal and a retirement system
circulation, strengthen the weaks.
ened parts, and thereby close for state employee
h e commission probably
the opening in ten days on the
average case, regardless of hea- will visit strip mines in Western
vy lifting, straining or any posi- Kentucky and in Southern Illition the body may assume. A naspring," Dr. Lloyd
tionally known scientific meth- nois next
od. No under straps or cumber- said. It was agreed footing
some arrangements and abso- would be bad during the winter
lutely no medicines or medical in Western Kentucky coal lands
treatments.
soil has been scraped
Mr. Shevnan will be glad to where top
away to get at coal near the
demonstrate without charge.
6509 N. Artesian Ave., Chicago 45 surface. The effect on the counLarge incisional hernia or nip- tryside of bare acres Also will
tare following surgical operation
be easier to determine in the
especially solicited.

RUPTURE
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The Modern Insurance Policy
Provides The Following
FIRE
WIND AND HAIL
RIOT AND CIVIL COMOTION
EXPLOSION
AIRCRAFT AND
MOTOR VEHICLE
QUAKE DAMAGE
Does your insurance policy provide all of these?

-:-

CALL US

John E.YoungIns.Agency
Princeton, Ky.

Tel. 25

and nine planes demolished when a twistTWISTER HITS AIRPORT-Two hangars were wrecked
Ark. Parts of hangers and planes were.
at
4)
Searcy,
(Nov.
airport
l
municipa
er struck the Searcy
to)
Wirepho
(AP
injured.
was
one
No
area.
scattered over a wide

Telephone Rates

Growers To Vote
On Quotas Nov. 17

Frances Netters Win
From Fredonia, 46-39

Fredonia-The Frances High
School basketball team came
from behind Monday night in
the fihal quarter to down Fredonia Yellow Jackets 48-39. •
George Hart, whose scoring
has been running into astronomical figures, was ihnited to 14

Robinson Implement Co.
Sponsors Farmers' Show

(I

Vinson

Farm For Sal

n-Dorroh

and Mrs. Thomas 1
tabor°, announce the
Fl
of their daughter.
Alle
Charles
Mr.
to
of Lexington, Sa

75 acres, 2 miles from Princeton Court House o
wit
Old Slaughter Pen Road, 6 room house
small basement.

Good stock barn, good o

2 acre Burley bo
1
buildings; 2 ponds; I well, /

5
a son
g: Dorroh is
Mrs Paul Dorroh,
se.
and Mrs. Dorroh
Cour
.t118 Bassett
where they will o
studies at the Uni
sestuckY•

40 fruit trees, good hog lot, out fences fa4.
On new rock road . . . Price $3,000.

ASTHMA

BUD MITCHELL,Owner

=

BRINGS YOU
COMPARE - SHOP - SAVE

spring, he added. Strip mines in
Southern Illinois to be inspected will be those where top soil
has been replaced' and steps taken to replant.
Equalization of property-tax
Governor
assessments, which
Earle Clements asked the commission to study, is being carried on for the present by the
State Revenue Department.
Cook diced carrots and celery
together and season with salt
and freshly-ground pepper. Corn_
bine with a medium cream sauce
and serve hot. Use any of the liquid remaining after vegetables
are cooked for part of the milk
required for the sauce.

Steam pieces of frying chicken before broiling, then serve
with broiled apricots and sliced
sweet potatoes. Accompany this
main dish with a tossed green
salad mixed with French dressing and serve cheese and crackers for dessert.
In making an upside down
cake, try sprinkling a little
grated lemon or orange rind
over the butter and sugar in
the bottom of the pan; the rind
combines well with whatever
fruit is used and a plain cake
topping.

SLICED BACON
READY-TO-EAT HAMS
FRYERS
BEEF
O

MR. & MRS. CAR OWNER
Did You Know That It Takes Many Different
Lubricants To Properly Lubricate Your Car?

ROAST

CEAN FISH

lb

Any Chuck Cut .

lb.

DRESSED WHMNG

ft Lb.
0 Mesh bag

ORANGES
SWEET, JUICY, FLORIDA

We have the Modern Equipment, the Special Lubricants, and the Trained Personnel to lubricate
your car properly. Our two modern lifts are capable of handling all makes of Cars, Trucks, and
Buses. Be sure you are getting the best. It costs no
more. BRING YOUR CAR IN TODAY.

• fr•• yourself from kitchen
time. Bake for weeks ahead
all at onc•. Let the Freezer
keep your pastries oven freshl
• Free yourself of menu dullness. Your Kelvinator Freezer
holds full meals ... and outof-season treats for every day
of the read

Come In and toe...

AETNA PRODUCTS

e0tot4t- I

Hamby Electric
Service and Supply Co.
N. Harrison St.

-

Phone 707

IONA CREAM STYLE

CORN
25c
2
MAKE HOME MADE PIES

PUMPKIN
10c

No. 21'n can

CALIFORNIA

PEACHES
27c

10C

No. V.2 can

bag

IONA

9 Lb.
& Loaf

CHED-O-BIT
AMERICAN CHEESE FOOD

1

39C

nos

I lb

DAIRY CENTER FAVORITE

lb.
•

2

lb. loaf
I-lb. ctn.

SURE GOOD
FRESH CREAMERY

TOMATOES
2 No.„a,„ 25c

83c

.1-1b. ets,
ctn. dot.

Were P

50c
89c
29c
67c
81c

IONA

16-oz. cans

FRUIT CAKE
JANE PARKER LIGHT

ANGEL FOOD RING
LAYER CAKE
POTATO BREAD
COFFEE CAKE

LIGHT, TENDER

CIGARETTES
$1.65

OCOAN1TT CREME,
DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT

PINEAPPLE TOPPED

Crisp Coated Chocolate

Armour's Star

M&M CANDY Corned Beef Hash
7-og. pkg

2.7c

12 or. can

14-02. pkg.

Yak

POPULAR 5c VARIETirs

CANDY BARS
6 For 25c
hag 39
HOLSUM PEANUT CRUNCH 1-1b.
29e
bars
3
SOAP
FACIAL
URY
WOODB
IN'
pkg.
ING.
SEASON
BELLS POULTRY
2 28-oz. pkgs. 19c
MORTON'S SALT

A & P Self Service

38c

Rich Devil's Food

STRONG HEART X-Pert Cake Mix
DOG FOOD

3 , ,„, 29c

$1.25
Ca. 35c
e. 59c
lo„, 15c
29c

$ 8
$6

POPULAR BRAND

In

11/2-lb.
Cake

$12.9
$10.
$ 8

PORK 81 BEANS
21c
2

OVER 7iie, FRUITS AND NUTS

Pets Like Its Flavor

STEWART OIL COMPANY

No. 2 Can

lb. bag

KRAFT'S CHEESE FOOD.

• Free yourself from frequent
shopping. This big Kelvinatoi
Freezer holds a full 210 pounds
--enough for a month's meals.

IONA PEAS
10c

um

NNYBROOK EGGS GRADE A, LARGE

IT'S KNOW-HOW
THAT REALLY COUNTS;

59c
55c
61c
67c
17c

10 lb mesh „,,„39c
29c
3
49c
10
3
19c

GRAPEFRUIT
APPLES
POTATOES U.
CABBAGE
CRANBERRIES FIRM

WISCONSIN

Be free! Take off any morning
or afternoon you want - relaxed in the knowledge that
yourspaceful Kelvinator Home
Freezer holds the family's next
meal! And it's ready to serve
at a moment's notice!
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20-oz. cans

CREAM CHEESE
VELVEETA
OLEOMARGARINE
WILDMERE BUTTER
SU
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And Garden

CRANBERRY SAUCE
15c

THRIFTY PRODUCE BUYS

S. NO. 1 MAINE

Chassis, Wheel Bearings, Water Pumps, Universal Joints, Transmission, Differential and Springs
each require a specially developed lubricant designed to give the best protection on the job re-

lb.

PLUMP, TENDER (Fully dressed)...

or YORKS

Get a
Freezer full 1
of Freedom!

lb.

SHANK PORTION

Paducah Woma
sponsor an antique
Paducah arena
16 and 17. Booths
ted by antique
three states and
be open daily
in the mornin
k at night. Coll
ists of antiques
invited.

PAPPAS

No. 300 can

lb

SWEET, JUICY

The first steel made in America was made in Connecticut in
172888

53c

Lb.
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Dawson Road

points.
Fredonia broke on top b
points in the .first period
the teams were deadlock,
20-all at the end of the
Fredonia led 34-32 going
the final canto.
Wright, center for the Y,
Jackets, tallied 14 poins,
equal Hart's reCord for
night.

in

VEALS:
32.00
No. 1 Vests
29.00
No. 2 Veals s _
17.50 25.00
Throwouts
HOGS:
23.25
200-240
22.25
245-280
21.50
285-400
24.00
120-155
22.25
160-195
Roughs, 450 and
21.00
under
20.00
Roughs, over 450

PORK LOIN ROAST

Coverage: - -

PLAY SAFE

Sales reported Monday on the
Princeton Livestock Market by
Brad Lary, manager, were as
follows:
1011
TOTAL HEAD
Long Fed Steers __$ 28.00 31.00
Med. Qual. Butcher
20.00 25.00
Cattle _
on Grass
Grain
27.00 30.00
Steers
22.00 26.00
Baby Beeves
17.00 20.00
Fat Cows
Canners & Cutters 13.00 17.00
16.50 19.00
Bulls
22.00 26.00
Stock Cattle _
Feeder Cattle ___ _ 21.00 25.00
Milk Cows, per hd 70.00 140.00

Dark Tobacco Sale
.ockt Madisonville Dec. 8

Frankfort-Decision to confine its survey to grammar and
high schools was made by the
Legislative Research Commission this week.
Dr. A. Y. Lloyd, the commission's executive director, explained its members believe it
lacks sufficient staff and funds
te cover higher education also.
Under the program agreed
upon, the first report on education to be made to the next

Novomber 1

Thursdanbei 11, 1

27c

WESSON OIL

SNOWDRIFT
SHORTENING

For Delicious Salads
Pt. 8o1.40C Qt. Hot

3
74c I-lb.

Ihi can
can .

$1.17

42c
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vitagmemiev:,* '
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Deaths & Funerals

e"(4

Alvin Mabry
Dorothy Ann Davis
Beta Sigma Phi

son - Ratmty

eton Court House
6 room house
•ck barn, good ete,
,/
1
2 acre Burley base
lot, out fences foir.
. Price $3,000.

• kena Vinson and Mr. Bu- Adds New
Members
Rainey were married
The Princeton
Alpha Tau
,s, Nov. 4, at Hopkins- chapter of Beta Sigma Phi in.1 double ring ceremony, stalled three new members,
Mrs.
Rev. C. A. Ladd offi- Glenn Bright, Mrs. Frederick
McConnell and Marjorie .Stembridge, at Hopkinsville Thursday night„ November 4, at 7
ron-Dorroh
o'clock in 'a Pledge RitUel
with
r. and Mrs. Thomas Barron,
nshoro, announce the mar- the Hopkinsville Alpha Eta
chapter.
,..4 their daughter, Florenee
After the initiation ceremony,
Mr. Charles Allen Dorthe new members with Mrs. Sam
f Lexington, Saturday,
Steger, Margaret Ann Cart5
wright and Wanda Wadlington,
r. Dorroh is a son of Mi.
were guests of the Hopkinsville
Mrs. Paul Dorroh, Morgan
chapter at a formal banquet.
nue.
The banquet hall carried the
r and Mrs. Dorroh will rest 118 Bassett Court, Lex- Thanksgiving motif with a profusion of lovely fall flowers.
on, where they will continue
studies at the University Each table had a center piece
of yellow roses, the sorority's
ent ucky.
official flower.
Brief talks were given by the
good - Morgan
sponsors and directors of the
r. and Mrs. Clifton Gary, Alphi Eta Chapter and Mrs.
kinsville, announce the mar- John Blain of
Hopkinsville,
of their daughter, Mrs. guest speaker, gave a talk on
liobgood, to Mr. Richard her life in Guatamala.
Mrs.
gan, son of the late Robert Blaine wore the Guatamala.n
gan and Mrs. Morgan, of woman's colorful costume. A.
e ton. The wedding was number of the sorority's songs
mzed Wednesday, Nov. 1, were sung during the program
e home of the Rev. David by Evelyn Morgan, of Bethel
Schulherr. Mr. and Mrs. Woman's College.
an will be at home in
The festivities were concluded
ceton aft* a two weeks with a dance with members and
ing trip to Texas and New their guests participating.
ico

ucah Woman's Club
nsors Antique Show

PRICE
RRY SAUCE
15c
QUALITY'

PEAS
10c
EAM STYLE

RN
can, 25c
E MADE PIES

PKIN
10c
CHES
27c

Phone 50

e Paducah Woman's C:•11)
sponsor an antique show at
Paducah arena November
16 and 17. Booths will be
ated by antique dealers
three states and the show
be open daily from 10
k in the morning until 10
k at night. Collectors and
yists of antiques are corinvited.

And Garden Club
e county agent's job was
ined to members of the
and Garden Club ThursNov. 4, at their regular
:ng, by R.. A. Mabry. Grasnd lawn improvement also
discussed and slides on
t pests and their erradicawere shown. Plans were
e for a class in flower and
arrangement for Christflower
decoration, and
s were exchanged by memMrs. Reed Howard, Louiswill speak to the club at
cxl
ber .

Ballet Of The Leaves
Summoned by cool wind music,
now the leaves
begin their ancienl ceremonial.
In yellow and scarlet skirts
the painted dancers whirl
between the naked branches
and the sky
and lightly twirl
like elfin ballerinas on the grass.
Ulrich Troubetzkoy

B&PW Club
Thirty-one members of the
Business and Professional Women's Club met Monday night at
6:30 o'clock at the Henrietta
Hotel dining room for their
regular business and dinner
meeting. Plans were discussed
for securing club rooms, the
auction sale to be held Monday
jointly with the American Legion Auxiliary and a candy sale
to be held in December.
Brush fish fillets with softened butter or margarine and
broil until done. Sprinkle with
salt, freshly ground pepper and
paprika and serve with short
sprays of watercress and wedges

Sorority Meeting
The Alpha Tau Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi held its first
meeting of the season at the
George Coon Library Saturday,
Nov. 6, at 2 o'clock. Three new
inembers, Mrs. Glenn Bright,
Mrs. Frederick McConnell and
Majorie Stembridge, were officially welcomed into the chapter. Plans were made for a
candy and pastry sale to be
held Saturday at the courthouse.
Plans are also in progress for
the chapter's annual Christmas
festivities. Mrs. Alvin Lisanby
oficiated in the absence of Mrs.
Sam Steger, president.
Present were Mesdames Glenn
Bright, Frederick
McConnell,
Wm. McElroy, Harold Rowland;
Misses
Margaret Ann Cartwright, Wanda Wadlington and
LEAVE F Ik • I ONA VACATION—Smiles predominate as Gov.
Mrs. Lisanby, sponsor.
Thomas E. Dewey of New York, defeated presidential candidate,
and his family board plane at LaGuardia Field at New York (Nov.
7) for two-week vacation at Tucson, Ariz. Left to right are:
Thomas, Jr., 16; Governor Dewey, John 13; Mrs. Thomas E.
Dewey, and Mrs. George M. Dewey the governor's mother. (AP
Mrs. Sally B. Lamb visited
her daughter, Mrs. W. C. *sore, Wirephoto)
in Paducah last week.
• • •
—
Mrs. King Howard, Paducah,
• • •
was the guest of Mrs. Dique Sat1. Dr. and Mrs. Glenn U. Dor- Here's Your Chance, Men!
terfield one day last week.
• • •
roh, Lexington, spent last week- Maybe You'd Better Run
Mrs. Walter Briggs, Pewee end with his brother, Paul W.
Butler High School's SenValley, is visiting her daughter, Dorroh, and family, Morgan
ior Class will sponsor a
Mrs. K. L. Barnes, West 'Main Avenue.
Sadie Hawkins Day Square
• • •
street. She was accompanied by
Dance Saturday night in
Mrs. Hugh Rose, Cherokee Road,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. DorLouisville, who Is also visiting roh, Lexington, will spend the
Eastside gymnasium, it was
the Barnes.
announced this week. It's a
Thanksgiving holidays with his
• • •
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Paul W.
girl ask boy affair, reverMrs. Robert Stallins, Mrs. Dorroh, Morgan Avenue.
ing the usual procedure.
Thurman Majors, Mrs. Fred
Girls will be required to
Baker and daughter, Donna, Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Harriet Stallins and Mr. Floyd Scott last Wednesday
carry the pocketbook and
Paul Wallace were visitors in night were Mr. and Mrs. Edd
dish out when it comes time
Owensboro last Thursday night. Hunter, of Long Beach, Calif.,
to pay, including the twen• • •
who are visiting relatives and
ty-five cents admission price.
Mrs. Dique Eldred and Miss friends here.
• • •
All students are invited.
Mary Wilson Eldred spent last
Mrs. Bert E. Lieber and
Thursday in Nashville, Tenn.
• • •
daughters, Judy and Eva Jo, of
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks Ashland, are visiting her parspent Saturday in Nashville, ents. Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Neal, PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Tenn., where they attended the Dawson Road. Sergeant Lieber,
Old Madisonville Road, Rev.
L. S. U.-Vanderbilt football former station commander qf
game.
the Army recruiting office herb, William E. Cunningham, pastor.
• • •
is assistant chief clerk in the inMr. and, Mrs. William Picker- duction station at Ashland.
Sunday SchOol 9:45 a.m.
• • •
ing and datighter, Poppy, spent
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Saturday in Nashville, where
Mesdames A. P. Day and
Young People's Service 6:00
they attended the L. S. U.-Van- Howard E. Day left Friday for a
derbilt football game.
wee,k's visit in New Albany, Ind.
• • •
v
• • •
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks
Mrs. H. W. Nichols is visiting
Wednesday evening
prayer
spent Wednesday and Thursday her brother, Bernard Orange,
in Louisville.
and family, in Lndianapolis, Ind. service 7:00 p.m.
• • •
•
Saturday. Evangelistic service
Mrs. Howard McGough spent
Mrs. Rumsey Taylor and Miss
several days this week in Ow- Nancy Stowers spent Saturday 7:00 p.m.
ensboro.
in Nashville.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
• • •
• • •
7:30 Evening Worship.
-Mrs. John E. Young spent sevMrs. R. A. McConnell., spe
Morning Worship, 11 am.
eral days in Louisville last week. Monday and Tuesday in R
She was accompanied home by kinsville.
,e
". e •
Mr. Young, who spent the weekBARBEE MEMORIAL
-•
i
end there.
Mrs. Gipp Watkins, llopki
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
• • •
vile, spent Monday night an
Sunday School, 9:45 a.m., R
Miss Dorothy Ann Davis spent Tuesday with relatives here.
C. Ethridge, Supt.
last week-end in Poplar Bluff,
Midweek Worship, WednesMr. and Mrs. Henry Hollowell,
Dearborn, Mich., are visiting day, 7 p.m.
his mother, Mrs. Mary Hollowell,
Choir Rehearsal, Wednesday, 8
Groom street.
p.m.

Princeton Shoe Co's.
MID -SEASON

SHOE SALE
WOMEN'S SUEDE DRESS SHOES

Sale Starts Thursday, Nov. 11

ONA

ATOES
25c
ONA

& BEANS
21c
• R RR 1%1)

RETIES
a% $1.65
VARIETIES

Y BARS
25c
0,1
Mi0
CRUNCH 1-lb. n
1, SOAP
'3
ik
SEASONING
' P,
irkg ift
2 26-40

THIS SEASON'S NEW STYLES IN
SUEDE — PUMPS — STRAPS AND TIES
BRAND NAME

NOW

PARADISE

$ 8.95

$10.95

SELBY STYLE EZZ

$ 8.95

$ 8.95

$ 6.95

,71leet

$ 8.95

CHARM STEP
JACQUELINE

$ 6.95

of

$ 6.95

CONNIE

$ 4.95

All Sales Final

4,..41NTERNATIONAl. HARVESTER SERVICE

Princeton Implement Co.
DAWSON ROAD

PHONE 78

DON'T ABUSE YOUR TIRES!
See Us Today and Recap ...
Let us check your tires regularly for tread conditions . . . for air . . .
for proper wheel alignment. Give you tires the careful treatment
they require. Stop in for a check-up today.
SPECIALISTS IN
• VLUCANIZING

• RECAPPING

• WHEEL ALIGNING

NEW U. S. ROYAL TIRES AND TUBES

for
J. V. Littleton

WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES
M. Weston sayw "On th• Western Kentesky Skase resew we re play
will solvelwigul wit% ell farms of Inwsporksisso. More has wise got eat
INN bowie sense wile es Mot * IS reeky • pleasure I. ride ea ow Isto
kerwtoors buses. rimy ssry kW II k Oa beet Innnaport•Ows valve woe*
kW •.. redly•lel loss exponelo• then *lying Mee ewe oura bil:j
ah, Worse risk, rlysk Irons Oho Insert of low•-•-or In Iteet of 0.11111141.4
kolr esterkellee."

t

,r

Service'

If not, we suggest you get it there as soon as
possible. How? Simply by phoning us, or
dropping in, and arranging for dates to pat
your farm equipment in shape ahead if!COMM
That way you'll save money and your machines
will be ready when needed. Call us Malay/
We carry a full line of IH PARTS sad
ACCESSORIES.

J. V. Littleton

Lot him tell you about Bus Travel Values
TABLE

,

No. 3 Senior
Operator

150 PAIRS OF SUEDE

OFF

alv

Joe C. Campbell
Funeral services were held
Wednesday, Nov. 10, for Joe C.
Campbell, 72, at White Sulphur
Baptist Church, with the Rev.
Shirley DeBell officiating.
Mr. Campbell died Monday in
the I. C. Hospital in Paducah.
He is survived by his widow,
Zana Utley Campbell, t w o
daughters, and several grand'hildren.

stewE

. S YDURr
N116y
1:1;
00
1:11
71

PARIS, TENN.

BLACK—BROWN—GREEN

SOLD

Leomilis Polk, 70, brother of
Mrs. Dique Eldred, died at Livermore, Calif., Thursday, Nov.
4, after an illness of six months.
Survivors are his widow;
three sons; two daughters; a
brother, Marshall T. Polk, Nashville; and three sisters, Miss
Prudence Polk and Mrs. George
Hillman, both of Nashville, and
Mrs. Eldred.
The body was cremated in
California and will be shipped
to Bolivar, Tenn., for burial.

FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor.
FIRST CHRISTIAN
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
The Consecration Day service
11:50 a.m. Morning Service
6:45 p.m. Training Union.
was very gratifying, with the
sanctuary overflowing with en,
thusiastic worshippers. Church LEBANop BAPTIST
(Rev. Z. Cannon. pastor)
School attendance was 232 and
Services held every second
a majority of the classes reported 100 percent enrolment pres- Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock
and Sunday morning at 11
ent.
Those who were not able to o'clock.
be present Consecration Day
will be given an opportunity to CEDAR BLUFFF BAPTIST
sign committment cards at the 'Ray. John T. Cunningham
morning service next Sunday. will preach at Cedar Bluff BapA canvass of all others who are tist Church Sunday morning at
members will be made the fol- 11 o'clock.
lowing week,
Baltimore, in 1821, was the
first American city to use gas for
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
David W. Schulherr, minister street lighting.
9:45 Sunday School
The first artificial ice plant
10:45 Morning Worship
vas established in New Orleans
5:45 Westminster Fellowship
Evening Service, 7 p.m.
n 1886.

Were Priced

Of BALLET Style Slippers . . . and KID CASUAL, WEDGIES
Suede and Kid ... Black, Brown Values
to $5.95 . . . Now
and Green.
Were $3.95 - - Now

I..eon id is Polk

Funeral services for Hulett
Ladd, who died at his home on
Route 3, November 8, were held
Wednesday afternoon at 1:30
o'clock at Otter Pond Baptist
Church, with the Rev. Z. Cannon
officiating.
Born November 14, loso, Mr.
Ladd was a farmer in the Ot
ter Pond community. He is survived by his widow and several
children.
Burial was in the church
cemetery.

At The Churches

$12.95

FINAL CLEARANCE

Alvin
Mabry,
75, Fulton
county farmer, died at 5:30
o'clock Tuesday morning at a
hospital in Fulton. He had been
seriously ill about a week.
Mr. Mabry, native of Carlisle
county, had been living on a
farm near Cayce for ti) years.
He was the father of R. A.
Mabry, Caldwell county agent
and former assistant county
agent in McCracken.
Mr. Mabry was a member of
the Methodist church.
Other survivors include a son,
Mrs. J. C. McClelland, HickDonald Mabry; three daughters,
man; Mrs. Paul Shaw, Union
City, and Mrs. George Amberson, Bowling Green, and'seven
-grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
Wednesday
afternoon
at 2
o'clock at Rush creek Methodist
church, near Cayce. Burial was
at Hickman.

Hulett Ladd

All Sales Cash

'.'-4
"Ft

Birthday Party Dress of Celanese Clairanese
Taffeta, frosted with a bib of eyelet pique.
Flared skirt with petticoat frill of the pique with
swishy three tiered back.
Navy,green, wine and peacock.

Sizes 3 - 6x
Sizes 7-12

$5 90
$795

Thursda , November 11, 1948
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Makes 170 Bushels
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Kentucky Farmers
Sweeten Sour Land

CONGRATULATE BARKLEY—Friends and old neighbors arrive
at the Barkley home in Paducah, Ky. (Nov. 3) to congratulate
Senator Alben W. Barkley over the election results. Barkley
(third from left) posed for a picture with some of the callers.
Grandchildren Dorothy Ann, 5, and Albeit, III, 4, had to get into
the picture. (AP Wirephoto)

Short Hair Cuts
Ahead In Paris

On Highway 41 between Madisonville
It is new - It is different - It needs no
paint - It is fireproof
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WOOD DRUG STORE

II

Delivered to you in Princeton all pre-cut
knocked
down and bundled - for
quick and easy erection ..
freight paid for

$412.50

Prescriptions
Phone 611

H.Raymond Mann
MADISONVILLE
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is ONE OF
OUR

'ft) JOBS

Soon you'll be gathering all the "fixin's" for that
unique
American institution—Thanksgiving. Tane was when
most
families grew their own Thanksgiving bounty. But
these
days the tender turkeys and succulent hams, the golden
yams
and pumpkins, the bright red cranberries and rosy
-whim
shrimp come from as many different states. All of
these
delicacies travel to the dinner tables of Mid-America
aboard
Illinois Central trains—trains that speed the good things of
life to you, swiftly and economically. No job we do gives
us
railroad people greater pleasure and satisfaction.

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, ky

PLENTY TO BE THANKFUL FORI
This year, as always, we hate plenty ilk'
which to be thankful. Never before have
American agriculture and industry produced such abundance. We are deeply
grateful for that abundance and for the
freedom that makes it possible. We of
the Illinois Central believe that our gratitude is best expressed by' our determination to earn your continued patronage
and friendship.

ILLINOIS
CENTRAL
RAILROAD
MAIN

LINE

OF

W. A. JOHNSTON
President

MID -AMERICA

NEW FM-AM RADIOS
from the leader in FM
ELECTRIC

GENERAL

Mr. Farmer, Sell Your
BURLEY TOBACCO In PADUCAH

We recommend these FM-AM radios. They're
performance entkineered at Electronics Park by
the organization-that built the first FM receivers
and has equipped more FM stations than any
other manufacturer.

General Electric FM virtually'banishes
With the Planters Burley Floor. We are now open
to receive your tobacco. We have added a new
building of 22,000 sq. ft. and the buyers have
their prize rooms adjoining the Burley floor.
The Planters Burley Floor is the largest floor in
Paducah. Market will open Nov. 29, 1948. You
will get a quick SALE IN PADUCAH.

PLANTERS BURLEY FLOOR

STXTIC
It'

For a Clean,
Fast Harvest
When you start to harvest with a
NEW IDEA Picker, your corn goers
Into the crib fast. Famous for their
clean picking and thorough MasiIna. the speed of these reliable machinee Is backed by thole dependability. Time out for repairs or adIwonnoots le reduced to a minimum.
They hav• a reputation for finishing
the lob in a hurry. Universal —
quickly booked up
to any make and
model ol tractor.

G. B. (DYNAMITE) JONES
Owner & Prop.

JOE W. GRIFFITH
Superyisor of Sales

Freckria, Ky.
100,1%,

ea, AN.

it-

FAONG
ON
ST
IMTERRENCE
Modol 210

Both FM and standard radio at their best.
Enjoy the glorious realism of natural color
Ione. Built-in antennas for both FM and AM.
Powerful speaker with G-E Alnico 5 permanent magnet. Rich rosewood plastic co 0
cabinet. A value if we ever saw one at
•
Here's the same superb radio as Model 210
above, hut this cabinet is rich-looking American walnut. You get the same natural color
tone, the same performance engineering. The
only difference is the cabinet. Here's tops In
!anti standard and FM radio recepdon for only

IJ

69.95 Model

10th Kentucky Ave.
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Perfection of the democratic
American pattern in respect to
daily human relationships and
acceptance of the need for promotion of a true understanding
of the basic concepts of other Arnold Ligon aTruck Line
cultures was advocated as the
Contact
surest road to permanent peace
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Princeton, Ky.
by national authorities address- Phone 193
ing an educational conference
at the University of Kentucky
last week.
The Kentucky educators, attending the 25th annual educational conference and 14th annual meeting of the Kentucky
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, also went on
record as favoring some form of
federal aid to persons taken
into the military service under
the new peacetime draft to assure further education upon
their return to civilian life.

ACKACHE

it That Just
,e A Woman?

lady named Mrs. 131

About 22 billion quarts of
fluid milk and cream will be
sold at retail this year in the
United States.

By Florence Mills
(AP Newsleatures)
Paris — The craze for short
hair is spreading in Paris. Old
and young alike are surrendering their shoulder-length tresses to the hairdressers' ax.
Latest recruits to the vogue
are film stars Patricia Roc and
Jean Wallace, who are playing
in an American film production
now being made in Paris.
They weren't particularly
willing recruits and explained
they were pressed into it for the
sake of the film. They had their
hair bobbed because the director thought short hair would be
the rage when the film is releasedhe next efo
spring.
vogue r
Tshort
hair first
started when Dior launched his
Preccooked full meals now are
New Look last year. He called
in topflight hairdresser Guil- being packed in frozen form.
laume to fashion a hairdo which center
parting.
would inject youth and casualFor the other, he selects a What to do for womana oldest
ness into the extreme elegance fistful of
hair—usually from the problem, functional monthly paint
of his new silhouette.
side of the head—and cuts it in Many a girl and woman has found
the answer
Guillaume produced a short such a way that
it can after- You see, in CAROM'S 2-way help.
CARDVI may make things
bob, slightly curled at the ends, wards be combed
into a rose, 'lots cattier for you In
either of two
!, and brushed sleek back from the
using the same movement as one ways: (1) started 3 days before
forehead,
,
our time" and taken as directed
would skin a banana,
The New Look caught on
Guillaume has invented a rev- on the label, it should help relieve
much faster, however, than the olutionary type of hair clip. It functional periodic pain; (2) taken
new hairdo. But now, although comprises a cone shaped spring throughout the month like a tonic,
the New Look is almost passe mounted with a fancy clip of It should improve your appetite, aid
in Paris, the craze for short hair wook plastic or semi-precious digestion, and thus help build up
resistance for the trying days to
is gaining momentum.
stones. T h e spring actually cane. Cumin is scientifically preThe pint-sized unruly Guil- screws into the hair and remains pared and scientifically
tested. If
laume spends all day with the unbelievably secure.
you suffer "at those certain timea",
scissors in his hand, persuading,
set
CANDUT
today.
He has designed round clips of
even cajoling potential victims rhinestones which he screws
to part with their locks.
into the hair at the center of the
Their final plea "But my hus- rose. Guillaume uses the same
band likes my hair long" is 'spring formula for
elaborate
merely the signal for the fiery eight-inch high head-dresses for
Guillaume to bring out his evening wear.
trump card. lie waggles a finger
and whispers confidentially
"Yes, that's what they all say,
but don't you notice the girl Tor quick comforting help for Backache.
Rheumatic Tains, Getting Up Nights, strong
friend always has short hair!"
That usually does the trick, off :
le7e"sl."alingd swollen ankles, due
11:geys
to non-organic and non-systemic Kidney and
comes that long hair.
Bladder troubles, try Cyst... Quick, complete
Guillaume, who will shortly asostacttoo or money back guaranteed. Ink
be opening a salon in New York, yOur druggist for Cysts* today.
has perfected two short hair
styles. One he has dubbed the
FIRE
"Faun", the other the "Rose".
The success of both are due enINSURANCE
tirely to his expert cutting
technique.
CALL St
The basis of both is the brief
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Apt
shaped bob. Front treatment vaComplete Insurance Service
ries. For the "Faun" he fashions
•
111 W. Market St.
the hair to furl back from the
forehead into two brief casual
looking "horns" each side of a

November

Lowry
geo a
feraittvt
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Woman's old problem
relieved by 2-way help

simple plans and directions which are furnished.

519 So. Seminary Sit ilione 83-W

Educators Discuss
Some Roads To Peace

Now that apples sic plentiful, try serving them In a variety of ways. An easy dessert
to prepare has a graham cracker
mixture spread over the sliced
fruit before baking. The recipe
is from the College of Agriculture and Home Economics, University of Kentucky.
Graham Cracker Brown Betty
4 cups sliced apples
Si cup sugar
/
3
4 cup water
/
1
2 teaspoon cinnamon
graham cracker
11
/
4 cups
crumbs
2 tablespoons sugar
/
4 teaspoons 1 e in o n rind
13
grated
/
1
4 scup nut meats
/
1
4 cup melted butter
Combine the first four ingredients and place in baking
pan. Mix together the remaining ingredients and sprinkle
over fruit mixture. Bake approximately 30 minutes in moderate oven, 350 degrees. Serve
hot or cold with cream.
Menu: Baked ham, scalloped
potatoes, buttered peas, combination salad, rolls, butter and
graham cracker brown betty.

Wm. M. YOUNG

Women's Wear

Above all it is
in cost.
Any one can erect it in
a few hours by following

ce t Disti

Try Leader Classified Ads — !hey yet
%sults'

Recipe Of The Week

Cheaper Grain Could

Emit Long of Garrard county
Mean Better Feeding
reported a yield of 170 bushels
Iii vim ,If lower feed costs it
of corn to the acre. The land
should bu—protitable to feed a
was in a high state—ef-eultivaKentucky farinci a have ap- pound of grain for each three
tion, having been. limed, a good
rover crop turned under and a plied 15,600,000 tons of limestone or four pounds of
milk, say
heavy application of complete to their land in the last 23 years,
dairy specialists at the College
fertilizer use..The variety was
and the state. now ranks first of Agriculture and Home EcoKy. 103 yellow hybrid corn.
in the amount of lime used a nomics, University of Kentucky.
crop acre. Most of this vast ton- Or feed a pound of grain for
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
nage of soil sweetener has been
each two pounds of milk proused in the last 10 years, in the duced
over and above 10 pounds
state-wide soil improvement
of milk for Jerseys or Guernprogram of the College of Agri.seys and 15 pounds of milk for
culture and Home Economics other
breeds. It is further sugAgricultural
Experiment
and
gested that it should be profiStation.
table to feed sufficient grain to
About 1,300,000 tons of lime- dry
cows and heifers to get
stone were used in Kentucky them
in good flesh before calvlast year, and this year's figure ing.
may exceed that tonnage. The
largest amount used in one sea- duction. Also the use of limeson was 1,600,00.0 tons in 1941. stone has helped to restore to
The economic value of this production thousands of acres of
lime program to farmers in more or less abandoned land.
Kentucky cannot be overestiDespite the use of large
mated, it was pointed out. It amounts of lime,' S. C. Jones of
has resulted In increased crop the College of Agriculture says
yields all over the state, and probably 6,000,000 acres in the
has been especially valuable in state still need lime. He advises
increaSing hay and grass pro- farmers to havo soil tests made,
sh they may know whether their
land is sour. If it is not sour, it
is a waste of money to use limestone, he said. Also, too much
limestone should not be applied.
Little land needs more than two
HOPKINSVILLE tons to the acre, and much of it
needs less than that, Jones
pointed out. Yet, some instances
have been reported where farmers used four tons to the acre,
and in a few cases six tons.
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Ihat Just
A Woman?

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON. KENTUC
KY
Friendship 4-H Club

By Cynthia Lowry
(AP Nowefoatures)
named Mrs. Bj Kidd
Bj) has written a book
that it's all right and
worry if you're a woman
ant keep your checkbook
t and can't seem to keep
your budget.
's the way women are,
aid says, and any woman
isn't casual and dreamy
her bookkeeping is either
of her bank or has a huskeeping a sharp eye on
ansactions.
Kidd, who is a successadvertising excutive
in
,'.,hia, has written a book
-Women Never
Go
" She explains, in 200
this whole business of
omen and money. I think
k is the greatest thing
year because I'll never
about a bouncing check

fixin's" for that
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U. K. Law Students

Twenty visitors and 4ie members were present at
the reguar meeting of the
Friendship
4-H Cub, October 28,
it was announced this week.
The study course was
"Money', and severe members
gave
taks on kinds of currency
and
its history to present
day usage.
R. A. Mabry, county
agent,
gave a short talk on
achievement day, and announced
that
the club leader, Miss
Thelma
Brandon, would be recognized
on that day. Gaydon
Mitchell,
club member, would also
be
recognized at the achievement
dinner, Mr. Mabry said.

Begin Limited Practice
Law students at the University
of Kentucky now have a chance
to begin limitea law practice of
a professional nature before completing their academic studies
with inauguration of a new
course known as "Kentucky
Practice." Open to seniors only,
the non-credit course will inelude supervision of the preparation of briefs by lower-class
students, visits to courts, and
solution of certain legal problems.

80 SQUARE FAST COLOR PRINTS
Beautiful fall patterns, dark orlight prints — fancy or solid colors — checks and plaids - - -

If you aren't sure fried chicken is done, cut tthrough the'
thick leg muscle to the bone; if
the meat cuts easily and there
isn'it any trace of red at the bone
the chicken's well cooked.

Diamonds of one carat or less
are more valuable than
rubies
or emeralds of the same
size:

Sapphires range in color from
crystal-clear through y e 11 o w, CAUSE OF SLAYING—The father of Betty Antico (above), 5,
green and blue to black.
was held at Sharpsburg, Pa.,
Mechanical transmissions in (Nov. 5) in the slaying
of Wilautomobiles have at least nine
liam Moore, 75-year-old rag man
gears.
after Moore was jailed on a
that one of the main
between men and except to know perfectly well charge of molesting the girl.
is money. When a woman it was considerably less than Police Sgt. Robert Antelli said
a greenback she really my hit-and-run mathematics in- Antico shot Moore after bursting
an olive green cloche dicated. Bank statements, care- into jail. (AP Wirephoto)
f,it with a coq feather, or fully wrapped around old checks
ors bill marked "paid", or I've forgotten about, show up
receiving his diploma through the mails every couple
of months, but they just mix
Yale.
n a man sees an engrav- me up more. A couple of years
George Washington, he's ago, I stopped opening any comg about it as part of his munications from the bank and
whether it's a little one I stuff them unopened in my
ig one. Money is a mad- desk drawer. This has eliminatexchange to women — ed one cause of worry, but I
or only what they can re- still had The old fear of an infor it. Money to a man advertantly bouncing check and
facing prison or worse.
er and position.
Kidd isn't quite as flat Well, Mrs. Kidd knows how
the thing as that, but to prevent that. Every time she
he genral idea. She points draws a check for cents as well
ere's bound to be quite as dollars, she just enters a
confusion as a result, be- round sum in the checkbook.
most bankers are men, Lkie if the check is for $25.67,
ost of the people with she enters $26.00. Or even if it's
to spend are women. $25.01, it gets entered $26.00.
yen pulled together some It's easier to add without makabout how women spencl ing mistakes, and you always
Creamy, fragrant liquid
of the money, worn- have much more money than
i0 percent of corpora- you think you have.
for your hands! Leaves
The only trouble with the sysk, and so on.
soft smoothness ... with
females go around all tem is that men—husbands and
never a greasy or sticky
'yes feeling a little guilty bankers mostly—wouldn't ape they can't figures out prove of it, but you don't have
feel...dries so quickly..:
•
to-do about finances. to tell. Besides, Mrs. Kidd says
and a little goes a long;
to understand all the that men have made up all this
long
ways
and fill out all the pa- stuff about stocks and bonds and
eir husbands and bank- mortgages and checks because
m to think are very im- they really like to fool around
with it. We women don't, but
thIng I liked best about she advises that every woman
—next to the comfort have some man — husband or
ity I felt after read- banker—'around who is pretty
Mrs. Kidd's system of strict and stern. This is because
or checkbook. I've nev- you can still get into an awful
ole to figure out how lot of trouble if you ignore the
I had in the bank, man-made rules.

Quadrira and Topmost Fashion

When you pack a lunch box
send along soup, occasionally, in
the vacuum botble. Hearty split
pea soup tastes good with a
sandwich, and so does fish chowder or a cream sours.

• PRINTS

Flavor cottage cheese with sugar, grated orange rind and raisins and use as a pancake filling.
This makes a good dessert after a salad luncheon.

Sula and Eliza Nall

SALE OF QUALITY

70x80 5% WOOL

81x90" SHEETS
$1.99

FULL SIZE BLANKETS
Single $1.98
Doubles $3.95

Type 128 famous for wear, bleached White Star
Sheets.
27" Solid Color: Pink, Blue and White

/
2 LBS. OF
11

BETTER SUEDE

-AMERICA

FALL FOOTWEAR!

DIOS

Our entire stock of beautiful suede shoes
included in this great sale - - - Browns,
blacks, greens or wine - - - In high, medium or low heels. . . . Come in, get those
shoes you've been wanting. . . . Buy
early to get your correct size.

FM
TRIC

Rhythm Step Shoes
These famous for comfort shoes greatly :educed. Plenty of styles 512.95 Shoes
Now
. . . plenty of sizes.

ios. They're
ics Park by
M receivers
s than any

QUILT PIECES
36" DARK

Soft and Fluffy

OUTING .... 39'yd.

banishes

39° bundle
MEN'S PERFECTO

DRESS SHIRTS
8-oz. Sanforized.

Sanforized shrunk, fast color fabrics, neat stripes.

Blue Denim.

Sizes 14 to 17.

Rivets at all points of strain.

All sleeve lengths ...

Sizes 4 to 18

A real $3.00 value

Glamour Shoes
All of our prettiest
styles in these smart
shoes reduced to a
Values to $11.95
price you can not resist. Buy several pairs. Now

All fast color prints equal to 6 yards ... enough
for a quilt top.

MEN'S
Eisenhower

$7.95

JACKETS

Blue, Brown, Red Check

TXTIC

Natural Bridge Shoes
These smart walking
shoes included in this
great sale of better
Suede
shoes ... Medium and
Styles
low dressy heels.

ONGON

All Wool

Western Style

Full Zipper.
Sizes 4 to 14

$6.95

RENCI

Sizes 34 to 42

BOYS'
SPORT

V ALLv
COA
L TS

BUY THESE

SPECIAL
GROUP

BARGAINS IN

Real $5.00 value.

THESE BETTER

Fancy back

SUEDE SHOES

6
sour color front.
Sizes 6 to 16.

Large groups

of

dress

$395

Red, Green or Blue Checks.
Sizes 14 to 17.
A real buy...

shoes,

canal shoes and sport oxfords.
These are short lots and real bargains!

WOW 26°

FINKELS FAIR STORE

Pew Ten

• November

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, K6NTUCKY

By John S. Gardner
The vegetables now are kilted,
except- possibly Chinese cabbage,
cabbage, greens and turnips,
which ultimately the forst or a
freeze will destroy, except that
it is hoped that the cabbage
• and turnips will have been
stored.
Two vegetables improved by
freezing in the garden are parsnips and salsify, and to a lesser
extent, carrots. Except for
these, before long the garden
will be completely bare, other
than for the graveyard of skeletons of vines and stalks, a depressing sight.
Rather than look at that sort
of thing all winter, the garden
should be cleared off and the
old stalks and vines piled together to rot down into humus,
enough at least to spread over
the flower garden or for making potting soil for house plants.

Detroit — AP — Coach Be
McMillin of the Detroit Lions ot
the National Football Leagut
wants all his second guessers to
do their "quarterbacking" from ,
a first-hand knowledge, Says
Bo: "I don't mind if our critic,
speak on what they see he
themselves from the stands. Bu.
when they stay away and talk
strictly from hear-say, that get
my dander up."

Forgotten Children
By David Taylor Marke
(AP

Diamonds, rubies, sapphires
and emeralds are bracketed as
the "aristocracy" of precious
stones.
Left in the garden all winter,
this material will have to be removed before plowing or spading can be. done, to be burned
to get out of the way, which
means material which is really
valuable and scarce will be des!ruyed.

EAR—David Shaw:40,
proudly examines his new right
ear which was given him after
his fither, Alfred Shaw, wrote
HAS NEW

the Miami Daily News for help
for his son who v.,as born without
an ear. Miss Alice MaGrath,prosthetics expert, who made the artificial ear, even added freekler
for David's ear. (AP Wirtphoto)

Training School On Slip
Covers Hear Specialist

106 E. Court Square
Princeton, Ky.
Have you checked your insurance over to see if you
are fully covered? Proper insurance protection will lessen
your worries.
Your patronage with this agency will be appreciated.

Phone 248

at KEACH'S in Hopkinsville

$10.00 Trade In
FOR YOUR OLD RUG
Select NOW from New Patterns
New Styles
For one week Keach's will give 510.00 allowance for
your old rug on the purchase of any rug selling for
$50.00 or more. Only requirement being that your
use and is at least 7-6 x 9 ft.

in size.

KEACH FURNITURE CO.
"The Big Store - 9 Floors - Keach's Has It"

Nevado:natures)

'"The Forgotten Years of child-

There are at least two gear,
in the average automobile ster
ing system.

BUSCH CUMMINS, Insurance

trade-in rug is now in

That's what Clara Lambert,
Director of Teacher Education
at the Play Schools Association,
calls the ages between 6 and 12.
These are the forgotten years,
she explains, "because Johnny
and Mary have lost the charm of
babyhood and have not yet acquired the bloom of the 'teenager.' Children of this age are
not so lovable as they were at
three, nor so exciting as they are
in adolescence."
The inner world of the 6-to12-years-olds is hard to get at.
And because they are elusive
years and at times baffling, she
has just written a 32-page illustrated pamphlet, "Understanding Your Child—Ages 6 to 12",
issued by the Public Affairs
Committee, Inc., of New York.
For dealing with children in
this difficult phase of growth,
Mrs. Lambert offers the following suggestions to be used,
not as an infallible guide for
on-the-spot emergencies, but for
long-term guidance in helping
your child to develop fully:
1. Know what to expect beforehand. Be prepared for questions
about sex, "shockers", tall tales,
lies, or stealing.
"Shockers" are best handled
with humor and a light touch,
and a simple, direct, honest answer without a display of shame,
confusion: or anger.
When a child lies, he may be
afraid of punishment or of losing your love. Relax your demands, make him feel sure of
your love and understanding, no
matter what happens.
Stealing is usually brought
about because there is not
enough adventure in your child's
life. Give him more things to
do and more attention.
2 Keep talking things over together. Reading stories is one
way to have little "talk fests"
which lead to understanding.
3. Encourage dramatic play,
even though it Is often a noisy,
dirty, highly emotional activity,
for it is through play that chil-

Twenty-two home furnishing
leaders from 13 homemakers
clubs attended the
training
school on preparing furniture
for slip covers taught by Miss
Vivian Curnutt, home furnishings specialist, University of
Kentucky, in the Masonic building, November 3.
Most of the pieces shown
were padded and will be ready
for fitting of slip covers at the
next lesson.
Present were: Mrs. Paul Bates,
Mrs. Clyde Wood, Mrs. Earl
Wood, Mrs. Charles Wilson,
Mrs. Cleveland Hayes, Mrs. M.
P. Brown, Jr., Mrs. Wylie
Brown, Mrs. L. C. Lisman, Mrs.
Alvin Lisanby, Mrs. Luke Ray,
Mrs. Pat Ty rie, Mrs. Leon
Cummins, Mrs. Charles Skees,
Mrs. S. J. Lowry, Mrs. Don
Boitimtt, Mrs: Cook Oliver, Mrs.
Maurice Glass, Mrs. Charles
Geiger, Mrs. Guy Shoulders,
Mrs. Will Sigler, Mrs. A. R.
Horning and Mrs. Joel Boitnott.
Arrangements for the meet- Fear Tourist Slump
Geneva — AP — The Swiss
ing were made by Home Agent
travel experts are not very hapWilma Vandiver.
py about the prospects for the
It is estmiated that all the dia- winter tourist season in Switmonds in the world are worth zerland. At a recent meeting of
agents of the Swiss Tourist
about 15 billion dollars.
Agency from all parts of the
world, it was generally agreed
that a great many travelers, for
one reason or another, are going to stay away from Switzerland this winter.
This is no reflection on the
fun and facilities avails lie. The
difficult international r luation
is one reason. Another, S visa experts in the United Stater, reported, is the failure of Switzerland
to advertise enough. They said
Come in today for new
the prospective American guests
were subjected to a "drumfire"
accessories and old
of British and French tourist
favorites that are now
propaganda, which had been
quite successful.
back in pre-war quality.

•arCOLD WEATHER COMFORT
and SAFETY
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They'll see you through
the tough driving
weather ahead.

ATLAS Batteries

Vienna — AP — American
soldiers in Vienna have already
made their plans to insure Viennese children a Merry Christmas. The soldiers have scheduled six events by which they
hope to raise enough money to
crease the number of children's
parties they have been giving
every Christmas since they entered the city in 1945.
The events include two theatrical performances, a football
game, boxing match, car raffle
and a radio request program.

•

Certified Capacity
Long Life
Written Performance Warranty
ATLAS HEATERS

maiktierrilli.

Designed to conserve space and
give real driving comfort, silent
-sturdy. A real value with
plenty of eye appeal.
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ATLAS NEW
GRIP-SAFE TIRES

11-

Built for more miles. Written
Performance Warranty. Best tire
in Atlas history.
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Embody all the latest engineering features and advancements
in oil filtration. Will help your
motor last longer.

.

Use a packaged pie mix to
make jam tarts. Roll out the
pastry, Out in circles or squares,
fill each with a dab of jam, turn
up corners and bake in a hot
oven.

:

When Your
Back Hurts'

41
1U

liht

.'

ATLAS MUFFLERS
di-

Insure top efficiency in Muffler
Performance.

#,

ATLAS
Windshield Wiper
Blades and Arms
Tamura a clean streak-proof

illir
"7"

windshield for safe driving.
—

WHITY'S SERVICE STATION
North Court Square

Phone 117

AUCTION SAL

IL, (mini% Y, NOV. 15 - 1:30 P M
ON COURTHOUSE STEPS

Tray a Leader Classified Ad!

)0(
To raise money to purchase resuscitator to
given to the Caldwell County Memorial Hospit

WANIED!
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Furniture: Tables, Book Shelves, Chairs, „A u
ware, China and many other items.

Donations for the auction sale to be held by
The American Legion Auxiliary and Business and
Professional Women's Club will take anything
that can be sold at auction.

Kelsie Tudor, auctioneer, will donate his ti
on this worthy project.

CALL 794-J or 800-W
American Legion Auxiliary
Business and Professional
Women's Clubs

Mrs. Claude Anderson
Miss Mary Wilson Eldred
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A total of 1,431 former 4-H
club members now are students
at the University of Kentucky.
This is 21.2 percent of the enfrolment of undergraduates on
the University's campus at Lexington. Of the 899 students in
the College of Agriculturs and
Home Economics, 51.4 percent
have been members of 4-H clubs
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ATLAS OIL FILTERS
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More light with less drain on
battery. Stays brighter longer.
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Many 4-H Clubbers
Enrol In College

vilii

SEALED BEAM
LAMPS

then work out their own problems.
4. Share experiences with your
child. Experiences shared with
you provide richer play material than a closetful of toys.
5. Don't make too many rules
and regulations. Your children
want rules, laws, and regulations, but they like the "rubber
band" type which can be stretched a little but not broken. You
must know how to compromise
gracefully, be firm without rancor, be fair, and even look the
other way sometimes to sidestep an unimportant issue.

Nov, 17, 1:30 p.m.,

Schedule

.

Nov. 12, 1:30 p.m., Eddyville Mrs. Ralph Griffin, host.
Gland Junction, Colo. —AP—
Road,
Mrs. Denny Cash, hostess. Nov, 18, 1:30 p.m., Fri,
Frank Bernard ?came beck from
Nov. 12, 7 p.m., Lebanon, Mrs. Mrs. Ragon Cummins,
h
a deer hunting trip with a tall M. C. Cartwright, hostess.
Nov. 19, 1:30 p.m., it,
bear story — and the bear to
Nov. 10, 1:30 p.m., Otter Pond, Mrs. Elmer Jenkins, 11,
prove it. The bruin he'd shot Mrs. George Martin, co-hostess,
weighed about 650 pounds and Mrs. Kelly Martin.
Subscribe to the Lead
was seven feet long.
Bernard said the big animal
was only 30 feet away when he
fired his first shot, the bullet
striking the bear in the nose.
The bear charged, paying no
attention to a second bullet drilling into its side. Another hurl
ter then shot the bear in ti
foot, turning it to one side, and
Bernard's third shot broke its
leg, ending its enraged rush.
(South Side)

GI's Aid Children

• •••—•-•1 .- -•• ,a 1,.•!„
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Bear Defies Bullets

YOUR CHILD TODAY:

Seein's Believing

Garden Debris
Made Into Humus

And Your Strength and
Energy la Below Par
It may be caused by disorder of kidney function that permits poisonous
waste to ...cumulate. For truly many
people feel tired, weak and miserable
when the kidneys fall to remov• est,m
iteida and other ewe matter from the
blood.
You may puffier nagging backache,
rheumatic pains, headaelme, dissmerte
swing up nights, log gfalun
Sometime. frequent and scanty urination with •martIng and burning la snot her sign that something is wrong with
the kidney. or bladder.
There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment le wiser than neglect. Iles
Domes Pills. It la better to rely on a
mmlieine that has won countrywide apiproval than on artmething tem favorably
known. Dose's have ht.tin tried and testud many years. Are at all drug stores.
Oct Doan'. today.

DOAN'SPILLS
•

OHN carries a lunch pail five days a
week, and he works hard. He's a thrifty
kind of man--knows what both sides of
his money look like. Like 70,000,000 other
Americans we have our own bank account
and insurance policies, and part.of every
pay check goes into one or the other. So
we have a stake, directly or indirectly, in
a great many American businesses.
"John's a pretty firm believer in the
American system of business enterprise.
We own a little stock in the firm John
works for. Those few shares make us
capitalists---small capitalists, to be sure,
but capitalists, none the less. Our little
block of stock gives us a slant on how

American business work.r. We can ,ree it
work.
"John changed jobs twice before he took
this one just before we got married; he
claims if nothing else proves the value of
our way of doing things, the right to quit
a job you don't want for one you do is
good enough for him. That and the right
to speak his mind.
"He figures he's slated to be the next
foreman of his department. And once he's
got his mind set on something he's pretty
hard to stop. Nobody knows that better
than I do.
"I've always said I'm married to a
dyed -in-the wool capitalist."
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Farm News
oight 4 II clubs in
mty 'report a memberapproximately
1,000
rgence spraying -with
Pike county resulted
weeds than where cut, was done.
Skillman and Lathan
Breckinridge county
it modern milking par.
theft dairy expansion
r Cec 1 Of Daviess counested 526 pounds of lady r seed from one and a
aCtus seeded in Febru7
wily seed dealers sold
10,000 pounds of seed
. reps, most of it being
'grass and crimson
mately 2,500 acres at

in Spencer county were
'fertilized this year, resulting
in
the 'County's best corn
crop; 95
percent Was hybrid.
Green B. Brashear of Petry
county grew more
than 40 varieties of vegetables in his
garden
the last summer.
Installation of electric lights
in tobacco stripping
rooms in
Jessamine county was increased
by 20. percent. this fall,
resulting
in more uniformitk of
grades
as well as an increase
in the
amount stripped each day.
Farmers in • Leslie county
sowed crimson clover in
preference to rye -as a cover crop because of greater ease in
turning
it with horse-drawn plows.
About 70 farmers in Knox
county are now growing alfalfa.
Homemakers
in
Jefferson
county cleaned and reconditioned 86 sewing machines in bite
month. •

Shelves, Chairs,
er items.

CLEAN YOUR
HOME THE
"lay" WAY

r, will donate his
'

on Auxiliary

1.e1 Junior Take
Growth In Stlide
lly Ltiolitt Taylor

WIlATITMEANS:

lhe Lengthening Life Span

Marl,

(AP Newsfeatures)

Do you remember how you
read all those pamphlets and
books about how to bring up
baby? Remember how you 'imagined that at age 3 he would
know so many words a d do
many things? That's how the
books said the average child
would develop—and that's how
you pictured junior would be.
Well, are you disappointed because junior doesn't seem to
measure up completely to your
idea of what his development
should be? You needn't be, says
Byron Hughes, professor of
child development in Michigan
University's School of Education. In fact, it's a serious mistake to try to make junior fit VED — .Weighing only 65
preconceived and arbitrary stan- pounds, Gordon Kelly, 14, is
taken to Childrens Aid Sheldard.; of development.
"Desirable standards can best' ter by P. C. Gordon Johnbe set only in terms of the in- stone after he sought food and
dividual," he points out, "since shelter at a Toronto, Ont.,
scientific studies of growth do surburban home. Half starved
not indicate life ages when all and nearly naked, the boy told
children can be expected to at- of being held captive In a
dark closet for a year, being
tain certain levels of growth."
The. majority
of problems fed only bread and water
adults experience with slow de- twice a day. (AP Wirephoto —
veloping children come from Copyright, 1848, by the Tortheir own unreasonable behav- onto Telegram)
Hart county farmers harvested one of the best tobacco crops
Symptoms of Distress Arising from in years.
ior, he says.
'"There is little essentially
DUE TO
Free BookTellsofHomeTreatmentthat wrong with growing slowly. It is
Must Help or it Will Cost You Nothing wholly unreasonable and inacOver three million bottles of the Wit.x.see curate for us to conclude that
Tama's-water have been sold for relief of
who grows slowly is abnorsymptoms ofdietretea arising fro. Stomach he
and Duodenal Ulcers di UP Inn Excess Acid —
mal:"
Poor Digestion, Sour 1)r Upset Stomach,
Professor Hughes maintains
prissiness, Heartburn, Sleeplessness, et*,
due to Excess Acid. tit d,1 on IS dei 8. trial! problems
are produced not by
Ask for "Willard's Message" which fully
explains this treatment,—fla•--at
a child's rate of growth but by
Williamson Drug
the failure of adult( to recognize
Dawson's Drug Store
the individuality of growth and

STOMACH ULCERS
EXCESS ACID

M eon. ll-•n!Her y ....
cr the
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get• into hidden
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SPECIAL OPENINGS FOR,
ANTI-AIRCRAFT VETS!
Did you serve with the Anti-Aircraft Artillery in any branch of the Armed Forces!
If so, you can't afford to overlook the special opportunities now being offered AAA'
Veterans by the expanding U. S. Army.
Provided you hold an honorable discharge,
since May 12, 1945, and still qualify, you'
can enlist directly into the AAA-in a grads,
determined by your skill and prior service.
Good jobs are open in 26 specialties. Many of your old buddies are going back in. Get full
details at your nearest U. S.
Army and U. S. Air Force Recruiting Station.

Ils/t1 A VI

Cleans Walls—Catch the
"kitties" with the Tidy
hanging lightly on your
shoulder.

.
rinceton Lumber Co.
inary

Phone 260

CAREERS WITH A FUTURE

U. S. Army
COURTHOUSE

PRINCETON, KY.

You Had Better Read This!
If You Have a Septic Tank, Grease Trap
or Tree Roots In Sewer Line!
THE NEW, EASY, INEXPENSIVE WAY TO CLEAN THEM IS WITH
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By Robert E. Geiger
Here are some of the things
NVashingtun—Babies born lei govern,tnent <officials and others
1948 can expect to hve an aver- are thinking about as they keep
age of more than 17 years long- an eye on our vital statistics:
er than babies born in 1900.
1. if older. people have to conIn the last seven years about tinue to compete ikith the youn22,000,000 babies have been born. ger ones for jobs, it may mean
Their increased life span means a great reduction in working
utilmately enough people to hours. One authority says it may
nearly fill three cities the size mean a work week of around
of New York for 17 years. In 30 hours or possibly less. (He es1900 the average span of life tifnates that unless a 'great
was about 49. Now is is more change occurs in conditions
than 66.
there may be a surplus of more
This is raising some big than 30,000,000 workers by 1980.
problems among the people who But he adds that conditions are
have to think about our future almost certain to change, either
population. Besides the fact that for better or worse.
the length of life has been • ex2. If social security rules are
tended, the U. S. birth rate has net liberalized, some experts
gone up. Within a few, years say, the present social security
there will be a still greater in- plan wouldn't solve the labor
crease in the number of older situation of 1980 if there is a
people.
great amount of unemployment.
The latest census forecast is
that by 1975 we will have about
20,000,000 people over 65—about
double the number today. The
Census Bureau forecasts that
from then on the proportion of
older people should continue to,
increase until science can't extend the life span any more.
Up to now there has been a
lot of emphasis on youth in the
United States, and opportunities
for young people. In the depression some of the oldsters
became a problem. Industry
could get, and frequently seemed to prefer, younger workers.
But old people had to live too,
and they competed with the
youngsters for jobs.
The social security program
was Worked out as one answer
to the problem. But government
officials say that to date no
well-rounded plan has been devised for meeting all the problems of an aging population.

AT

plan accordingly. Parents a n d
teachers should adjust their expectations of what a child should
do according to the pattern of
growth of each child.
"The adult must understand
the child's motives and goals if
he is to provide effective educational guidance," he says.
Understanding of the needs of
children in relation to their abilities to grow and learn is now
being stressed by schools which
are giving serious thought to
these problems, the educator declares, and consequently "the
school is becoming a place where
children like to go and not a
place where they have to go as
punishment for being a child.'
In like vein, Professor Clifford Woody of the same university, points out that over-emphasis upon achievement and
failure may prove injurious to
your child.
"Parents and teachers should
avoid having so much concern
about the level of the child's
achievement that it causes the
child to become depressed and
to desire to free himself from
home and school relationships",
he says.
He suggests, on the other
hand, that parents having no
concern about junior's level of
achievement are more injurious
to his development than those
showing over-anxiety.
The normal child is constantly
faced with'difficult tasks involving the possibility of failure in
performance but the very presence of these difficulties frequently provide a great stimulus
to the child and to his personality development, Professor Woody
says.

This is because the. present law
requires a worker to be more
than 65 to obtain old age assistance. But by .1980 there will
d be a great increase in ablebodied workers between the
ages of 50 and 65, riot now eligible for pensions.
3. The growing number of
older people is important politically. The older people and
their families represent a big
bloc of voters who might hold
the balance of power in elections If they did, they could hold
any gain they made in social
security.
4. If the old age assistance
plan is liberalized, this means
more older people will leave
jobs for pensions. But
'taxes
might have to be Increased to
pay the liberalized pensions, or
the additional number of pensions. Younger people with jobs
rbusinesses
is.
might object to
this.
Government officials say they

have no sure answer for these'
or other important questions.
But they add that you can be
sure of one thing: Older people
are the VIPS (very important .
persons) of the American tomorrow.
Less than 5 percent of the
weight of typical plants l.s mineral drawn from the soil.

Beware Coughs
From Common Colds
That HANG ON
Ctromulsionrelievespromptlybecause
it goes right to the seat of the trouble
to help loosen and expel gerin Wert

phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
mucous membranes.Tell your druggist
to sell you a bottle of Creomulsion
with the understanding you must like
the way it quickly allays the cough
or you are to have your money hack.

CREOMUL
SION
for Coughs,Chest Colds,Bronchi tis

ENNEY'S

FOP QUALM
MEN'S SUITS
EDUCED
Tros9r
tittP

Septic Tanks
& Sewer Line

Kleener

CALL US FOR
PROMPT, SAFE
LONG-DISTANCE
MOVING SERVICE
Authorized A

ALL ALL-WOOL WORSTEDS

ant For

"One Of A Family Of 5 Famous Products"
• STRIPES • SHARKSKINS

Guaranteed To Work To Your Satisfaction!
No More Expensive, Messy Digging Up Tanks, Sewer Lines
And Traps

Restores Bacterial Action In Dead
Septic Tanks
FOR QUICK SERVICE CALL

B. N. LUSBY

• HERRINGBONES • PLAIDS
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Contact
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 893

'kuimumusioNS
STOP TERMITE DAMAGE
possibly In your home. A FREE
TERMINIX INSPECTION will
give you accurate information
on the extent of termite damage in your property. Don't delay, call today!
STEGER LUMBER CO.
Phone 517-I
Flying ants may be termites—
Aorkorii.d Petwesvetstivx oC
Ohio Volley Terrninle Corp.
/
As Advertised

PLUMBING - HEATING

la"The Pest"'

Every One is Fresh and New--This Season's Oaods!
This is a stook reduotion event--we've got more
suits than we should have at this season. We
need space for Christmas goods which are rolling
in fast! All of which means: You save plenty!

COME TOMORROW
These Great Buys Will Sell Fast!
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Council Tables
Fire Truck Move
Cost Too Great, Other
Needs More Pressing,
Members Argue

License Tags To Be
Black On Aluminum
Frankfort --- AP --- Kentucky
1949 automobile license plates
will have black numbers on
corrugated aluminum. The State
Revenue Department announcing this late today, said they
will be much easier to read
than the present orange numbers on aluminum. The plates
are to go to the county clerks
soon, the flepartmeut said. December 29 will be the first day
they will be legal for use.
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VFW Plays To
Crowd In Benefit Game;
Visitors In Accident

Butler To Battle
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Men Who Know Values
Wear CURLEE OUTERCOATS
CURLEE Outercoats combine all the qualities which are
essential for complete clothing satisfaction. They are
smartly styled by Curlee's experineced designers to
insure that well-groomed appearance. They are tailored
from finest

outercoat fabrics-smart, new

and materials that insure warmth

patterns

without excessive

weight. Skilled workmanship, with careful attention to
every detail of construction, builds months of satisfactory wear and good looks into every Curlee Outercoat.
All across America-wherever

men

know

clothing

values-you Will find them wearing these smart Tied
coats. We urge you to come in and make your selection
today. We're featuring Curlee Outercoats in a wide range
of styles, models and sizes-and they are priced right.

gracidlamea
Princeton's Finest Dept. Store

New 16 volt battery. A 'complete fishing and boating outfit. Phone Fredonia 4202. 2tc

Classified Ads
erving macimm, $1',0 9!) Ta"Vie %re in the market for good
Or.
ble! model, 9119 ig)
quality logs or good tracts of
ltc
l'ho7i00.
m
If .
timber. Write or call Maley
& Wertz Lumber Co., Inc., MANS OVERCOAT for sale.
900 E. Columbia Street, EvSize 38. Color, navy blue. First
3tc
ansville 7, Indiana."
claim condition. Mrs. Lindsey
Are your headlights 0. K./ If
Terry, Henrietta Apartments.
not, we can give you a perfect
Ito
job with the BEAR HEADbred
good
SALE:
Some
LIGHT TESTER ALIGNER - FOR
Western ewes, and Scuthdown
a job that will meet state reram. Mechanized farm flock.
auirements. Hodge M o t or
Deanhill Farm. Phone Freltc
Sales. Phone 87.
2tc
donia 4202.
PIANOS - RADIOS-ORGANS
- SOLOVOX. Top quality, FOR SALE: One 12 foot plywood boat and trailer. 3 7-10
bottom price. DYE PIANO CO.,
horsepower outboard motor.
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
LeJay electric trolling motor.
52tp
Ph. 652-M.

kians %,
Illinoisians here
Th
11, in ceretnontlie freeing of the
its
Ohio river bridge between
Wickliffe and Cairo.
Dedicated only 10 years ago,
the link connecting the two
states will be relieved of its
75-cent toll at 8 a.m. Thursday,
far in advance of predictions at
that time.
anticipates a crowd
Cairo
larger than that of 80,000 that
attended the 1938 dedication.
Among west Kentucky contributions to the program will be
the Murray college, the Murray high school, and Mayfield
FOR SALE: Dining room suite,
high school bands. Murray, Maycoal oil stove and washing
enter
field, and Wickliffe will
machine. Can be seen after
queens in a beauty contest and
4:15 P. M. Mrs. S. G. Jarvis,
Wickliffe will send a" float.
Highland Ave. Phone 621-W.
ltc

Veterans of Foreign Wars Red
gave
Rockets football team
hometown fans a football show
Saturday night end a victory
over an independent Harrodsburg team, 7-0, in Butler Stadium.
Jim Catlett, VFW represuntative, said uncertain weather
probably had much to do with
the disappointingly small crowd.
Proceeds were approximately
$100, he said, which will be
used toward purchase of an
oxygen tent for the Caldwell
County Memorial Hospital.
moment
VFW's triumphant
came late in the third quarter
when Jewell Patterson cornpleted a pass to Presley Fraley, who
went over fvr the game's only
touchdown. The extra point was
made good.
(Continued From Page 1)
A return game with Harrodsfor
burg had been scheduled for to mark up a touchdown
Saturday night, but an accident the Tigers.
At the opening of the second
last week , involving Harrodshalf, the Bears received and
burg players may cancel it.
Enroute to Princeton for the pushed steadily 60 yards for a
tilt with the Red Rockets, score, with Max Stevens going
three members of the Harrods- over from the seven. R. E.
burg team suffered head injur- Simpson made the march species when their car collided with tacular by carrying the ball
a truck near Nortonville. They 32 yards.
Princeton's Tigers fumbled
were hospitalized in Madisonville, and listed as John Cald- again in the final quarter at
well, Danville, and Robert and the wrong time. Robert West re
Everett Phillips, Junction City. covered for the Bears and set up
Reports Tuesday morning a march which carried half the
said Caldwell and Robert Phil- length of the field for Sturgis'
lips had returned home, but final marker.
Jim Davis, Jay Mackey and
Everett Phillips was still unMax Stevens carried the bladder
conscious.
The truck driver, Robert Fos- 46 yards on successive plays,
ter,
Hopkinsville, was not and Jay Mackey pushed across
for a touchdown from the 4-yard
injured.
line.
city's income does not warrant
First downs favored the Bears,
large expenditures. The city has 9 to 6.
already spent more than $6000
The Butler band didn't make
this year on new equipment, the trip on aceo* of bad weacouncil members said.
ther, the first game the music
A report from the State Board makers have missed this season.
of Health on the purity of the
city's water was unfavorable,
Congratulates
and members argued this con- The Leader
and Mrs. Kenneth MorMr.
dition needed correcting more
Paducah, on the birth of a
than any other. It was suggested ris,
been named Terry
the issuance of new revenue ton. He has
is the former
bonds, to be retired by revenue Lee. Mrs. Morris
Wilkerson, daughter of
received from the water depart- Ora Jo
Mr. and Mrs. George Wilkerson,
ment, be made.
S. Harrison street.
414
It was also argued that by the
• • •
use of a pump at the water
Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Johnson,
plant, a fire can be efficiently
302 Akers Avenue, on the birth
fought, and just as well as a
of a son, Tony Divian, Novempumper on a fire truck..
ber 5.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Adams,
"Democracy" Program At
on the birth of a son,
Dotson Honors Armistice Princeton,
Lonnie Ray, November 5.
James Polk Griffey, principal
•••
of Dotson High and Elementary
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph TalSchool, will address the student madge Sigler, Route 1, on the
body Thursday
morning on birth of a daughter, October 31.
"Democracy and Its Implica- She has been named Betty Jo.
tions", in observance of Ar• • •
mistice Day. A song program
Mr. and Mrs. James Ralph
will be given with 'the chorus Berkeley, Franklin street, on
and a soloist, Miss G. Walker, the birth of a daughter, Linda
featuring patriotic songs. Fri- Lee, October 26. Mrs. Berkeley
day night, the fifth and sixth is the former Mary Lee Adams.
• • •
grades will give an operetta
"Goldiloeks", in the auditorium,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Storm,
with admission 25 and 15 cents. Route 2, on the birth of a daughter, Joyce Marie, November 4,
Los Angles claims to have had at Princeton Hospital. Mrs.
the first movie theater in opera- Storm is the former Elva Cher&Bon, back, in 1902 when the ad- ry, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C.
0
F. Cherry, S. Cave street.

The city council ha; tabled a
move to buy a new fire truck.
Action was taken by a voice
vote of the council at Monday
night's meeting, which dealt
with little other business, Mayor
Cash said.
Those advocating such proced- especially improvements in the
ure pointed out that in view of city's water system, these things
present high prices and other, come first.
more pressing needs of the city,
It was also argued that the

w,

Red Rockets Down
Harrodsburg,Small7-0

Kentuckians Join In
Bridge Freeing Event
At Cairo Thursday
H.
wk,t Kentuc-

TOBACCO
GROWERS
The Madisonville Tobacco Market Will Open For Receiving Tobacco Monday, November 22nd
FIRST SALE HELD WEDNESDAY, DEC. 8th
This Market Is Centrally Located In The Best Dark Tobacco Growing
Belt, Accessible By Good Highways From Every Direction - - - With Personnel Eager To Serve You!

Sell Your Tobacco In
Brooks Loose Leaf Floor
Mad'ville! Farmers Cooperative Loose Leaf Floor
INCORPORATED

DUO-THERM Oil Circulating
Heaters, fleet from one to six
rooms and save 25% on oil
consumption. Sold exclusively
at Smith's Furniture, Princeltc
ton, Ky.

PTA To Meet Nov. 18
At Eastside School
Tiw regular monthly al,
of the Parent
-Teachers As
tion will be held
Thursday
ternoon, Nov. 18, at
230 o'c
with Mrs. H. C.
Lester
ing the program, it pr
lest
flounced this week
by
Ralph Cash, president.

Thanks For Kindness
The kindness and interest of
friends and neighbors during
John's sickness and death is
beyond the praise of words. I
especially want to thank Dr.
Barnes; the Morgan Bros., and
Rev. Haller, end the family desires to express sincere thanks
to all.
Mrs. John Hall.

Card Of Thanks

We wish to thank
out fr,
and neighbors for their
kir:
during the illness and
dee'
our father, and for the bea
oar& and flowers. Mrs.
Francis, daughter, Mrs. G
Banks, wife, and family,
Try a Leader Classified

Bright Spot Cafe

Kennedy and Stallins - Electrical contractors; REA wiring
a specialty. Work guaranteed.
'tfc
Phone 3654 or 541-W.

Restaurant fixtures and stock
for sale; doing good business;
can lease building. Call 284.
ltc

rpecial Thanksgiving
41 be given, which
ad over to the Wor
Ageacy, a non-d
group with off
cities.
Christian
4)"y First
r
iesent a sperc
willlptes
song, Mr. Collin
..':vices were held 1
.1.! Cumberland Pres
As, with the messag
by the
nSon C')
ne
gv.UT°m
gieviR
s'redonia will be held
i: Presbyterian Ch
o'clock Thursday
Rev. Harlan Tho
er the sermon, ass'
Rev. Ray Wigginton,
combined choir.

QUADRIGA PRINT. Finest 80 IIIMIlimagms=gaggimmummumw
square print on the market.
59c retail for years. NEW
LOW PRICE 49c yd. Federated
Stores.
ltc

'VACUUM CLEANER: Universal
upright with all attachments,
$84.90 value for $59.95. Smith's
Furniture.
ltc

LOVING CUP COFFEE

AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety
glass cut and installed in all
cars. Williams Texaco Service
Station, Corner Plum & main.
Phone 557.
tfc
BATTERIES
With a written guarantee for
your car, truck or tractor. Get
our price. Hodge Motor and
Implement
Company, Phone
87.
tfc

The Coffee With The Wonderful Flavor

lb. 39c, 3 lbs. $1.12
25c Tomato Juice
S
85c
Macaroni
39c Tomato Catsup
25c Grapefruit Juice
1.00 Oyster Crackers

ckles Dutch Maid, Dills, 32-oz. jar

46-oz.

McKenzie Buttermilk

MEN'S SUITS, all virgin wool;
abardine, sharkskin. Why pay
$50 to $65? We guarantee to
save you money on suits.
$38.50. Federated Stores.
ltc
FOR SALE: Speed queen electric washer.. Reconditioned.
Like new. Telephone 395. 3tc
FOR MONUMENTS: Good quality, good workmanship, see W.
R. Allen, W. Main St. Phone
tfc
6984. Princeton, Ky.
Interested in a good paying,
Well-Established busines s?
Doesn't require too much
money for the investment.
Good lease. Call Cummins Insurance Agency & Real Estate. Telephone 5204.
SEAT COVERS
Guaranteed not to rip or fade.
For your car or truck. Installation by experts at no extra
cost. Hodge Motor *ma Implement Company. Phone $7. 1*
ATTENTION PLEASE: If you
are interested in a nice, modern home: Five rooms and
bath, basement, and gas heat.
Hopkinsville Street. Call this
office at 2:00 o'clock Friday
November 5, 1948. Cummins
Insurance Agency and Real
Estate, Telephone: 5204
MEN'S PLAT) SHIRTS, 100%
wool; for work or sportwear.
ltc
$5.98. Federated Stores.
ONE DAY radio service on all
makes and models. Satisfactory work at reasonable prices
guaranteed. Shrewsbury's Radio Shop. South Jefferson at
the Railroad, Call 423-J. tfc
FOR BARGAINS GALORE try
the Exchange Store at 112 S.
Harrison St. Furniture Exlie
change, Princeton, Ky.
Car 'Heaters, Stewart Werner
repaired, installed,
Heaters
sold. Williams Texaco Service
Station, Corner Plum & Main.
tfc
/tone 557.
1111101MOValtir-dask ro,Itle1

PitY

trk

,. 1„ 221
/
2

Hancock County

Pancake Flour
Ch

20 oz. pkg. 10C

orghum
pure country,
Red Cross Spaghetti or

2

gal.

eeseFisher's, American 5-1b. box

Queen Anne

Mayonnaise

3 packages

'16 oz. jar

Indiana, Breait.0 Day

14-oz. hit.

Tomatoes

2 19-oz. cans

Navy Beans
Soup Mix
Pie Crust Mix
P
C

89
25
15

Texsun, unsweetened

Choice band picked
MEN'S TOPCOATS, all wool
gabardine; 34 to 42. $34.75.
Federated Stores.
ltc

'It Farmers' Clas
in At Butler Toni

Naas

Pi

10-lbs

21

incemeat Lady Betty, 16 oz far
Mid Summer, halves in heavy syrup

29-oz. can 10C

orn Kewpie, whole kernel, 19-ox. en19c
Stokely, cut spears

Asparagus
Soda Crackers

29-oz. can

Tall Boy

Miss Julie pkg.

umpkin Ireland

1 lb. box

21
25

46-oz. can

pkg .12c Vegetable Soup
19c M
Peaches
Peas

I.ipton

29-oz. can

Lapel good std., 20-oz. can

Stokely

22c Cranberry Sauce
42c Peanut Butter
22/
1
2c Sardines
14c Pork & Beans

8-ea. can

Ovenkist

16 or can

25
10
19

Gold Craft

2-1b. box

Heart of Florida

iii

oi

33

jt,

Holmes in oil

Orange Juice
Chili Hot Beans
L

46 oz can

314-oz

C111

Ky, Beauty

Brook's

17-oz.

19-oz. c

Can

121
/
2
12:02

Heinz Cream of
11-or. can

10

Package of 50

19

ima Beans Scott Co., 19 ez canl2c

Brach's

Cherry Chocolates
Crackers

1-1b. box

Tomato Soup
69c Book Matches
25c Cracker_s_

sunshine Hi Ho lb. hos

Sunshine Krispy, 1-1b.

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

es D. Maddox, ag
tar at Butler High
attention to th
classes, whic
y night, Nov. 18,
at Butler Sch
subject for
cares", Mr. Maddox

Delivered
[Big Gas Ii
5 Carloads Pla
Western Kentuc
wns This Week
uge steel pipes sta
, can and along r
from Fulton
within a few mo
to be c
ing
to and t
gh
ky.
Pipe, totaling
is being deliv
installation as
Federal Power Co
Yea construction
line extenoing f
his through wes
, western Kento
rn Indiana into
is being deliver
ing places:
84 cars; Wat
oars: Mayfield, 87 c
IS ears; Calvert
Grand Rivers, 29
e; 39 cars; Ku
.; Fredonia, 148 ca
to these 635 car
are being delivered
tacky points.

Liv
ivestock

.00cl
(MY

ASSOCIATSC

ChleagG-COrn

(rood for baking

Five dozen size

Idaho Potatoes
B

10th. bag

roccoli fresh and green

bunch

49c Lettuce
30c Squash

crisp heads, ea. 10c, 2 for
yellow baby crook neck, lb

MEAT SPECIALS

SLICED BACON

,„. 57c

Listen to "Bi% Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M
WVJS 6 P. M.
Owensboro, Ky., Week Days

Red Front Stores
MORE FOR

YOUR MONEY

tra

to
Rev. Mr. Hightowe
: tradition, Rev.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

ELECTRIC BLANKET: Universal "slumber-sentinel". Simple
sure automatic temperature
control. Full bed size, $39.95.
Ito
Smith's Furniture.

ignore

already
as agreed
ers
314Tninheistw

Prompt, Efficient and Courteous ServicL

SAVE MONEY
Buy engineered Mo-Par parts
and accessories for
your
Chrysler-built automobiles and
trucks. Hodge Motor and Implement Company. Phone 87
tfc

' fl lhanksgi
ices Will Be

ghtower,
ning
ig
tiH
tly conducting a
Ogden Memorial M
. The revival end

CHILLI
BARBECUE
BEEF STEW
HAMBURGERS CHEESEBURGERS HOT DOGS
CHICKEN SALAD PIMENTO CHEESE
CHEESE AND SOFT DRINKS

FOR SALE; One used Fridigaire refrigerator. Good condition. Shortt Electric Co. ltc

OU

will

FOR

RAND DRESS SHOES FOR
MEN.
Discontinuing
$14.50
numbers. NOW $9.95. Select
calfskin uppers, finest oak tan
ltc
soles. Federated Stores.

me 77

Rev. Ted Hightow
!I, will deliver the
e
• 'Thanksgiving
,,,day, Nov. 25, at th
the era:
basis1
,l9oct
nuip easCdh:rforhsaid.h

TO THE

FOR SALE: Baby buggy; slightly used. Joiner Hdwe. Store.
ltc

PRIZE A
grov FIRST
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f,Reroeifaivr incstehlyistgr Christian
Ted Hightower
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jeivd SreorumponspTe

!IRIVE OUT

TIKES
With a written guarantee for car
truck or tractor. Get our price
Hodge Motor and Implement
tfc
Company. Phone 87.
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